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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
()- IG:L 

WASHING"rON, OC 20301·8000 

.WOOUCTION AND 
LOGISTIC:S 

Honorable Jim Courter 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure 

and Realignment Commission 
1625 X Street, NW, Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20006 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

June 28, 1991 

.../ 
At the Commission's June 28 hearinq, you asked for a 

description of the Department's control mechanisms to ensure that 
only valid requirements are ~unded'from the Base Closure Account. 

First, I would note that it is aqainst the law to obliqate 
funds from the Base Closure Account unless they are directly 
related to the closinq or realiqninq of bases. 

Second, the Department provides the Conqress with detailed 
budqet justification for the Base Closure Account. With reqard 
to the Department's justification for the 1988 Account, the 
Conqress has praised the justification as a model, and commended 
the Department for "establishinq a credible manaqement structure 
for dealinq with closures and realignments ••• • 

This justification includes a project-by-project listinq of 
requirements, and is prepared in accordance with detailed budqet 
preparation guidance issued by the DoD comptroller. I've 
enclosed the FY92/93 budqet justifications for the 1988 Base 
Closure Account to show the level of detail provided the 
conqress. 

Third, the Services annually conduct viqorous reviews of 
budqet proposals and projects. The Services have already begun 
reviewinq the planninq estimates developed for this year's base 
closure costs and savinqs estimates. These reviews will validate 
base closure construction projects and appropriate sizinq, and 
develop budqet quality cost figures for submission to the DoD 
Comptroller, and eventually the Conqress. This year, the 
Services will be preparinq budqet proposals for two base closure 
accounts: the 1988 Base closure Account, and the new Base 
closure Account established by Conqress for your Commission's 
recommendations. 
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Fourth, the DoD Comptroller and ASD(P&L) will jointly review 
the Service budget proposals for both accounts. This review will 
also validate requirements, proper pricing and quality of 
justifications before recommending to the Secretary of Defense 
they be included in his budget submission to the President. The 
Office of Management and Budget participates in the DoD 
comptroller review of the Services' budget proposals. 

Fifth, after the Congress has authorized and appropriated 
funds for the Base Closure Account, the Department follows 
detailed management and accounting procedures for expending 
monies from the Account. I've enclosed copies of those 

, procedures for your review. 

Sixth, the DoD Inspector General, the Service Audit 
Agencies and the General Accounting Office often conduct reviews 
of specific actions to ensure compliance with relevant laws and 
regulations. 

Finally, the Department provides the Congress with an annual 
after-action report on funds expended from the Base Closure 
Account and revenues deposited into the Account. 

In conclusion, the Department has strived to provide your 
Commission and the Congress with the best estimates we can for 
base closure costs and savings. Those estimates, however, are 
not budget quality. The Department will submit its first budget 
to the Congress for this round of closures early next year. 

Please be assured that the DoD Comptroller and I will work 
closely to ensure that justification for the new Base Closure 
Account meets the same high standards Congress commended when 
they reviewed the 1988 Base Closure Account. 

Colin McMillan 

Enclosures 

_,_, __ 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-8000 

PRODUCTION ANO 
LOGISTICS 

Honorable Jim Courter 

June 28, 1991 

Chairman, Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission 

1625 K Street, NW, Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20006 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

0- \'-">~ 

During the commission's June 27, 1991, hearing you requested 
the Department's position on the u.s. Army Corps of Engineers 
Reorganization Study. I have enclosed copies of the Department's 
official transmittal letters to the congress which forwarded and 
urged enactment of legislation to reorganize the Corps of 
Engineers. 

(!L' ~i'lll 
Colin McMillan 

Enclosures 

'"' -.--. 
-. ~- £. 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON. THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Honorable Dan Quayle 
President of the Senate 
washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Mr. President: 

2 3 MAY 1991 

I have the honor to transmit the enclosed legislation to 
streamline the facilities infrastructure of the United States 
Army Corps of Engineers, and for other purposes. Prompt 
enactment of the legislation will strengthen the ability of the 
United States Army Corps of Engineers to perform effectively its 
military and civil works functions, at the least cost to American 
taxpayers. 

The Department of Defense recently completed an exhaustive 
review of the facilities infrastructure of the Corps of 
Engineers. We are transmitting the report of our review 
separately to appropriate committees of Congress. We concluded 
that the Corps can perform its military and civil works functions 
with substantially more efficiency if we streamline that 
infrastructure. 

We considered transmitting our proposals for closure or 
realignment of Corps of Engineers facilities as part of our 
recommendations to the Defense Base closure and Realignment 
Commission under Title XXIX of the National Defense Authorization 
Act for Fiscal Year 1991 (Public Law 101-510). However, at the 
request of leaders of the Public Works and Transportation 
Committee of the House of Representatives, who exercise 
legislative responsibilities with respect to the civil works 
functions of the Corps, we agreed to submit the enclosed proposal 
relating to closure or realignment of Corps facilities separately 
for the prompt consideration of the Congress. 

The enclosed legislation amends Section 2687 of Title 10 of 
the United States Code; which establishes certain procedures 
relating to closure or realignment of military installations, to 
make clear that it does not apply to facilities used primarily by 
the United States Army Corps of Engineers. The effect of this 
change is to make clear that the streamlining the Department of 
Defense proposes for the facilities infrastructure of the Corps 
can take place separately from the base closure and realignment 

-~-· 
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process going forward under Title XXIX of the National Defense 
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1991. The enclosed legislation 
also extends to closure or realignment of Corps facilities the 
same authorities available in the closure or realignment under 
Title XXIX of other Department of Defense facilities. 

We urge prompt enactment of the enclosed legislation. The 
Director of the Office of Management and Budget advises that its 
prompt enactment is in accord with the President's program. 

Enclosure 
Draft bill 

Sincerely, 

/ 

[ 
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A B I L L 

To streamline the facilities infrastructure of the United States 
Army Corps of Engineers, and for other purposes. 

Be it enac·ted by the Senate and House of Representatives of 

the pnited States of America in Congress assembled, That Section 

2687 of Title 10 of the United States Code is amended by striking 

the period at the end of subsection (e) (11 and inserting in lieu 

thereof •and does not include any facility used primarily by the 

United States Army Corps of Engineers.•. 

SEC. 2. Section 2905 of the National Defense Authorization 

Act for Fiscal Year 1991 (Public Law 101-5101 shall apply with 

respect to closure or realignment of any facility used primarily 

by the United States Army Corps of Engineers, in the same manner 

as it applies with respect to closure or realignment of a military 

facility under Part A of Title XXIX of that Act. 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON. THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Honorable Thomas s. Foley 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Speaker: 

2 3 MAY 1991 

I have the honor to transmit the enclosed legislation to 
streamline the facilities infrastructure of the United States 
Army Corps of Engineers, and for other purposes. Prompt 
enactment of the legislation will strengthen the ability of the 
United States Army Corps of Engineers to perform effectively its 
military and civil works functions, at the least cost to American 
taxpayers. 

The Department of Defense recently completed an exhaustive 
review of the facilities infrastructure of the Corps of 
Engineers. We are transmitting the report of our review 
separately to appropriate committees of Congress. We concluded 
that the Corps can perform its military and civil works functions 
with substantially more efficiency if we streamline that 
infrastructure. 

We considered transmitting our proposals for closure or 
realignment of Corps of Engineers facilities as part of our 
recommendations to the Defense Base closure and Realignment 
Commission under Title XXIX of the National Defense Authorization 
Act for Fiscal Year 1991 (Public Law 101-510). However, at the 
request of leaders of the Public Works and Transportation 
Committee of the House of Representatives, who exercise 
legislative responsibilities with respect to the civil works 
functions of the Corps, we agreed to submit the enclosed proposal 
relating to closure or realignment of Corps facilities separately 
for the prompt consideration of the Congress. 

The enclosed legislation amends Section 2687 of Title 10 of 
the United States Code; which establishes certain procedures 
relating to closure or realignment of military installations, to 
make clear that it does not apply to facilities used primarily by 
the United States Army Corps of Engineers. The effect of this 
change is to make clear that the streamlining the Department of 
Defense proposes for the facilities infrastructure of the Corps 
can take place separately from the base closure and realignment 

.. - 7 
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process going forward under Title XXIX of the National Defense 
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1991. The enclosed legislation 
also extends to closure or realignment of Corps facilities the 
same authorities available in the closure or realignment under 
Title XXIX of other Department of Defense facilities. 

We urge prompt enactment of the enclosed legislation. The 
Director of the Office of Management and Budget advises that its 
prompt enactment is in accord with the President's program. 

Enclosure 
Draft bill 

Sincerely, 

-·· 
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A B I L L 

To streamline the facilities infrastructure of the United States 
Army Corps of Engineers, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives gf 

the United States of America in Congress assembled, That Section 

2687 of Title 10 of the United States Code is amended by striking 

the period at the end of subsection (e) (ll and inserting in lieu 

thereof •and does not include a.ny facility used primarily by the 

United States Army Corps of Engineers.". 

SEC. 2. Section 2905 of the National Defense Authorization 

Act for Fiscal Year 1991 (Public Law 101-510) shall apply with 

respect to closure or realignment of any facility used primarily 

by the United States Army Corps of Engineers, in the same manner 

as it applies with respect to closure or realignment of a military 

facility under Part A of Title XXIX of that Act. 

.-~-· .. - . ' ..•. 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301.8000 

P"ODUCTION AND 
&.OGISTICS 

May 23, 1991 

Honorable Quentin N. Burdick 
Chairman, Committee on Environment 

and Public Works 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Enclosed for your information is a copy of the United States 
Army Corps of Engineers Reorganization Study. 

A similar letter and a copy of this study have been sent to 
the Armed services Committees, the Appropriations Committees, and 
the House committee on Public Works and Transportation. 

This study will also be forwarded to the Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment Commission, at its request. 

Enclosure 

cc: Honorable John H. Chafee 
Ranking Republican 

s/jcer~~y, 

~J!k=-
David J. Berteau 
Principal Deputy 

,(,'... --
1 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

... ODUC'TtON AND 

L.OGtSTICS 

WASHINGTON, O.C. Z03DI·IDOD 

May 23, 1991 

Honorable Daniel P. Moynihan 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Water Resources, 

Transportation and Infrastructure 
committee on Environment and Public Works 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Enclosed for your information is a copy of the United States 
Army Corps of Engineers Reorganization Study. 

A similar letter and a copy of this study have been sent to 
the Armed Services Committees, the Appropriations Committees, and 
the House Committee on Public Works and Transportation. 

This study will also be forwarded to the Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment Commission, at its request. 

Enclosure 

cc: Honorable Steve Symms 
Ranking Republican 

Si/terely, 

~£-tu,. 
David J. Berteau 
Principal Deputy 

•• -- 1 
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ASSIST ANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. ZOJ01·1000 

PRODUCTION AND 

LOGIITIC5 

Honorable Robert A. Roe 

May 23, 1991 

Chairman, Committee on Public Works 
and Transportation 

House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Enclosed for your informat'ion is a copy of the United States 
Army Corps of Engineers Reorganization study. 

A similar letter and a copy of this study have been sent to 
the Armed Services Committees, the Appropriations Committees, and 
the Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works. 

This study will also be forwarded to the Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment Commission, at its request. 

Enclosure 

Si"jjer~ly', 

~tf,./ .. 
David J. Berteau 
Principal Deputy 

cc: Honorable John P. Hammerschmidt 
Ranking Republican 

--·· 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASMINGTON. C.C. 20301·1000 

PIIII'OOUCTtOH ANO 

... OGISTIC:S 

Honorable Henry J. Nowak 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Water 

Resources 
Committee on Public Works 

and Transportation 
House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

May 23, 1991 

Enclosed for your information is a copy of the United States 
Army Corps of Engineers Reorganization Study. 

A similar letter and a copy of this study have been sent to 
the Armed Services Committees, the Appropriations Committees, and 
the Senate committee on Environment and Public Works. 

This study will also be forwarded to the Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment Commission, at its request. 

Enclosure 

cc: Honorable Thomas E. Petri 
Ranking Republican 

r;· ' ./£.~. 
David J. Berteau 
Principal Deputy 
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ASSIST ANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON. D.C.. 20301·8000 

""ODUC,.ION ANO 

LOGISTICS 

Honorable Sam Nunn 

May 23, 1991 

Chairman, Committee on Armed services 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Enclosed for your information is a copy of the United States 
Army Corps of Engineers Reorganization Study. 

A similar letter and a copy of this study have been sent to 
the House Armed Services Committee, the Appropriations 
Committees, the Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works, 
and the House Committee on Public Works and Transportation. 

This study will also be forwarded to the Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment Commission, at its request. 

Enclosure 

cc: Honorable John W. Warner 
Ranking Republican 

sin~erely, 

)/a#~~ ~$r 
David J. Berteau 
Principal Deputy 

1 
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ASSIST ANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 2DlOI.aDOD 

.lltOOUCTION ANO 

&.OGII'fiCS 

Honorable Alan J. Dixon 

May 23, 1991 

Chairman, Subcommittee on Readiness, 
Sustainability and Support 

Committee on Armed Services 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Enclosed for your information is a copy of the United States 
Army Corps of Engineers Reorganization Study. 

A similar letter and a copy of this study have been sent to 
the House Armed Services committee, the Appropriations 
Committees, the Senate Committee on Environment and PUblic Works, 
the House Committee on PUblic Works and Transportation. 

This study will also be forwarded to the Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment Commission, at its request. 

Enclosure 

cc: Honorable Trent Lott 
Ranking Republican 

si!ferely, 

Jlawtl/ &:t«·-
David J. Berteau 
Principal Deputy 
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"'ODUCTION ANO 

L.OGIITICI 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301·8000 

May 23, 1991 

Honorable Les Aspin 
Chairman, Committee on Armed Services 
House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Enclosed for your information is a copy of the United States 
Army Corps. o.f Engineers Reorganization Study. 

A similar letter and a copy of this study have been sent to 
the senate Armed Services committee, the Appropriations 
Committees, the Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works, 
and the House Committee on Public works and Transportation. 

This study will also be forwarded to the Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment Commission, at its request. 

Enclosure 

srrcerely, 

~~~- /J,-;-tm._ 
David J. Berteau 
Principal Deputy 

cc: Honorable William L. Dickinson 
Ranking Republican 

..• -I"-·· 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20301 .. 000 

PltOD..,CTIOh AHO 

~OGISTIC. 

May 23, 1991 

Honorable Patricia Schroeder 
Chairwoman, Military Installations 

and Facilities Subcommittee 
Committee on Armed Services 
House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Madam Chairwoman: 

Enclosed for your information is a copy of the United States 
Army Corps of Engineers Reorganization study. 

A similar letter and a copy of this study have been sent to 
the Senate Armed Services Committee, the Appropriations 
Committees, the Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works, 
and the House Committee on Public Works and Transportation. 

This study will also be forwarded to the Defense Base 
Closur~ and Realignment Commission, at its request. 

Enclosure 

cc: Honorable David O'B. Martin 
Ranking Republican 

-~· 
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P"ODUC'TIOh AND 

~OGISTIC:5 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, D.C 20301·8000 

May 23, 1991 

Honorable Robert c. Byrd 
Chairman, Committee on Appropriations 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Enclosed for your information is a copy of the United States 
Army Corps of Engineers Reorganization Study. 

A similar letter and a copy of this study have been sent to 
the Armed Services Committees, the House Appropriations 
Committee, the Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works, 

.and the House Committee on Public Works and Transportation. 

This study will also be forwarded to the Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment Commission, at its request. 

Enclosure 

cc: Honorable Mark o; Hatfield 
Ranking Republican 

r:;~~ 
David J. Berteau 
Principal Deputy 

--· 
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00 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON. C.C. 2.0301·1000 

paoouCTtON AHO 

LOGISTICS 

Honorable Ji= Sasser 

May 23, 1991 

Cbair=an, Subco==ittee on Military construction 
co==ittee on Appropriations 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Mr. Cbair=an: 

Enclosed for your infor=atiori is a copy of the United States 
Army Corps of Engineers Reorganization Study. 

A si=ilar letter and a copy of this study have been sent to 
the House Appropriations co==ittee, the Armed Services 
Committees, the Senate Co==ittee on Environ=ent and Public Works, 
and the House co==ittee on Public Works and Transportation. 

This study will also be forwarded to the Defense Base 
Closure and Realign=ent co==ission, at its request. 

Enclosure 

cc: Honorable Phil Gra== 
Ranking Republican 

David J. Berteau 
Principal Deputy 

•• --·· 
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"'OOUCTIOH AND 

&.OGIITICS 

ASSIST ANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON. D.C. ZOl01 .. DOO 

May 23, 1991 

Honorable Jamie L. Whitten 
Chairman, Committee on Appropriations 
House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Enclosed for your information is a copy of the United States 
Army Corps of Engineers Reorganization Study. 

A similar letter and a copy of this study bave been sent to 
the Armed Services Committees, tbe Senate Appropriations 
Committee, the Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works, 
and the House Committee on Public Works and Transportation. 

This study will also be forwarded to tbe Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment commission, at its request. 

Enclosure 

cc: Honorable Joseph M. McDade 
Ranking Republican 

"I; b. 
David J. Berteau 
Principal Deputy 

---
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ASSIST ANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, C.C. 20301·1000 

.... oouc·uoH AHO 
~OGI5TICS 

Honorable W.G. Hefner 

May 23, 1991 

Chairman, SUbcommittee on Military construction 
Committee on Appropriations 
House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Enclosed for your information is a copy of the Vnited States 
Army Corps of Engineers Reorganization Study. 

A aimilar letter and a copy of this atudy have been sent to 
the Senate Appropriations committee, the Armed Services 
Committees, the Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works, 
and the House committee on Public Works and Transportation. 

This study will also be forwarded to the Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment Commission, at its request. 

Enclosure 

cc: Honorable Bill Lowery 
Ranking Republican 

SinRerely, 

}aMi// &zu~ .. 
David J. Berteau 
Principal Deputy 

--· .. - ... 2 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-8000 

PRODUCTION AND 
LOGISTICS 

Honorable James Courter 
Cbainnan, Base Closure and 

Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20046 

, Dear Cbainnan Courter: 

June 28, 1991 

I want to convey to the Commission the Department's thoughts on Senator 
Nunn's letter to you of June 18, 1991, and also provide our thoughts on how the 
Commission might handle the question of "receiving" bases in its deliberations. As we 
read Senator Nunn's letter, it raises issues of both substance and process with regard 
to base closures and particularly with regard to "receiving" bases. 

As to the substance issue, the Department agrees that our nomination of 
installations for closure must indeed be based on the force structure plan and the 
criteria. We believe our recommendation to close Fort Devens is amply justified in that 
regard. The enclosed paper prepared by the Army highlights how force structure and 
overall reductions since 1988 impact directly on the Information Systems Command 
(ISC) and Fort Devens. 

With regard to process, Fl Devens was designated by the 1988 Commission as 
a "receiving" installation as to the ISC. The Department believes strongly that as the 
national defense threat and budget situation changes over time, there must be flexibility 
in the base closure process to accommodate changes in forces and stationing locations. 
We believe that the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1990 establishes a 
cooperative process between the Department, the Commission, the President, and the 
Congress to accommodate any major changes. This process allows the Department, 
through the Commission, the President, and the Congress to optimize its military 
installation infrastructure based on our best estimates of current and future force 
structure requirements on a 2-year cycle. If installations designated as receiving 
installations could never again be considered for closure, we would soon find ourselves 
-Department, Commission, the President, and Congress-sorely limited in our options 
for true optimization of our basing structure. 

Change is inevitable, and we must have the flexibility to respond. The 
Department believes it should have authority to make minor adjustments in receiving 
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locations. An example is the proposed relocation of 45 manpower authorizations of the 
Air Force Audit Agency from March AFB to the National Capital region, the receiving 
location designated by the 1988 Commission. Because this altered a specified receiving 
location, we submitted this change with our April recommendations. To provide the 
needed flexibility with clarity, we suggest that the Commission "propose," rather than 
"recommend," receiving locations in its repon, but go on to require that any major 
changes be submitted to the 1993 and 1995 Commission process. We believe the 
logical thresholds between major and minor changes would be the personnel thresholds 
for a realignment under the definition of 10 U.S.C. section 2687. If you agree, we 
would suggest the following wording: 

The Department of Defense, may make minor adjustments in the Commission's 
proposals of receiving locations for units, missions or other activities moved from 
military installations recommended for closure and realignment in this repon. 
"Minor adjustment" means any altelation of location, force reduction, or unit 
elimination or similar action prior to 1996 which does not cause a closure, 
realignment that exceeds the statutory thresholds of section 2687, title 10. If 
the action exceeds the threshold and constitutes a closure or realignment, in 
accordance with section 2909 of Pub. L. 101-510, the closure or realignment 
must first be approved by the Defense Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission. 

Sending major changes in the form of closures or realignments through the Base 
Closure Commission process provides the best balance between the executive and 
legislative branches of government and, most importantly, allows for a critical 
evaluation of the entire force structure and basing issue. It is also consistent with the 
division of authority between the Commission and the Secretary in section 2909(c) of 
Pub. L. 101-510. Through this type of balanced approach involving the Department, 
the Commission, the President, and the Congress, the Department believes we can 
ensure the integrity of process Senator Nunn desires. 

~W-tW-
Colin McMillan 

Enclosure 
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PoP's Port pevens/Port Huachuca Recommendation 

The future decline in the Army's force has caused the Army 
to recommend reducing, to the extent practicable, the number of 
small, single purpose installations like Fort Devens. Fort 
Devens ranked 9th out of 11 command and control installations in 
the Army's analysis of military value. The recommended closure 
of Fort Devens, while retaining an enclave to support continued 
training of reserve components, is directly attributable to both 
the Army's force structure plan and declining budget. 

Fort Devens was scheduled to receive the Headquarters, 
Information Systems Command (ISC), as directed by the 1988 Base 
Closure and Realignment Commission and P.L. 100-526. This 
Commission assumed that DoD's force structure would not change 
appreciably. At the time, the Army's active end-strength stood 
at approximately 781,000 with 18 active divisions. 

However, the 1988 Commission report (Chapter 8) acknowledged 
the need for a continuing base structure review process to 
account for changes in force structure and national security 
strategy which, in turn, would be reflected as changes in DoD's 
budget. Change bas occurred, and there is now an ongoing base 
closure process. 

Since the 1988 commission's recommendations were made, there 
have been dramatic and unforeseeable changes in the global 
environment. DoD is responding to these developments. The 
Army's .force structure is declining by 33 percent and its active 
end-strength is falling to 535,000. The magnitude of this 
reduction has caused the Army to re-evaluate its base structure 
and reexamine how it should best organize and support its forces. 
All of the Army's headquarters, including Information Systems 
Command are affected by this reduction. Information Systems 
Command must reduce its size significantly and consolidate where 
it makes operational sense to do so. The size of the command is 
falling from 42,000 in FY88 to 30,000 by FY97, reflecting the 
reducing force structure changes to the Army at large. The 
headquarters itself drops from 741 to 610 personnel. 
Consolidation of the command at Fort Huachuca will eliminate a 
costly relocation, and prevent unnecessary turbulence at an 
important command during the Army's difficult transition to a 
smaller force. 

In addition, training of the Special Forces Group currently 
stationed at Fort Devens is limited due to the insufficient 
maneuver space, small drop zone, limits on demolitions and limits 
on firing of weapons. Fort Carson has the climate, terrain and 
facilities to support the group fully and allow far more 
extensive training opportunities. 

Finally, implementing the 1988 Commission decision would 
cost $210M and generate about $10M in annual savings. Retaining 
Informaton Systems Command at Fort Huachuca and moving the 
Special Forces Group and other units from Fort Devens will cost 
$126M and generate $55M in annual savings. ,. ~- 24 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·8000 

-
"OOUCTION AND 

LOGISTICS 

(L/MD) 

Mr. James Courter, Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment 

Commission 
1625 K Street, NW, Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20006 

Dear Chairman Courter: 

June 28, 1991 

0-10:::: 

I know you are well aware of the Department's 
"Sacramento Plan", or modifications thereto, which 
workloads to the Sacramento Air Logistics Center. 
repeat our position here on the plan itself. 

opposition to the 
would direct 
I don't wish to 

I do want to clarify our position on the larger issue of 
directing workloads at depots. 

The Department must have flexibility to assign workload to 
mission needs. Also, the Department has aggressively pursued cost 
savings through competition of workloads where possible. It is the 
Department's intent to conduct competitions of depot maintenance 
workloads which are above the Service's core requirements. We intend 
to compete workloads both between depots and with the private sector. 
These competitions will apply to above-core workloads at all Army, 
Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps depots. 

The flexibility to assign workloads at depots has long been 
recognized in the base closure process. Section 2687, of title 10, 
U.S. Code (which is incorporated into title XXIX of P.L. 101-510), 
specifically exempts reductions-in-force resulting from workload 
adjustments, reduced personnel or funding levels, skill imbalances, 
or other similar causes from the definition of "realignment." This 
section represents important flexibility for the Department to 
effectively deal with the variances in depot workloads over time. 
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If you support the competition concept, I urge you to include 
language in your report to the President that states that DoD should 
conduct public-public and public-private competitions of above-core 
depot maintenance workloads. 

Sincerely, 

Of .. 

Colin McMillan 
Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Production and Logistics) 

.. 

-
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i· 06128•91 15:56 
' . 

~i03 614 i296 OP-44 ~~~ BASE CLOSt~ ~002•00l 
i _, . 

OEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
0,-FICa OF THI: CHII:P Ofl NAVAL o.-~~ATJONS 

WASHJNCTON, CC 2.0350•2000 

MEMORANDtiM FOR 'rHE BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Suhj: BASE CLOStmE AND REALIQNMENT 

IN 1tE~LT RI:P'IR 'TO 

OP-44 Ser/76 
2B JUN 91 

Ref: {a) Letter from Mr. Arthur E. Engel, President and CEO 
Southwest Marine :Inc dated June 26, 1'991 

Encl:" (1.) CClllliiSIIts with reqard to Southwest Marine Letter of 26 
June 1.!1!11. 

1.. Enclosure (1) is provided in to address issues and questions 
raised :by reference (a) • 

Copy to (without enclosures): OSD (P&L) 
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06128191 17:03 '25'703 614 7296 OP-44 H.. BASE CLOSt'RE lal 0021003 

..... 

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OFF'IC. OF THI: CMII:P' 01' NAVAL. OPERATIONS 

WASHINOTON. CIC 203,.0•aooo 

SUbj t REVISED CDBAA AmWSES FOR ~VAL 'l:RAINING 

Encl.: (l) Revised CDBAA Analysis far ~ San Oi.ego 
(2) :Rsvised ~ Analysis far mt: orl.an:!o 

c::::> - I 6 '1 

44B Ber/75 
28 JON 9l. 

i. iiBtm:nS on .invesbDent: far P" icsed base cl.csums and ;real igJJIIenls !lava 
bMn. t:ba Uject of ez1-90in; "iSOISSion lletWeen 0\lX' ~va staft8 far 
aavaml walls. We -wez:e, tbel:efan., IJUl:]i2rlsed by your staff's PL utation of 
CDB!WI ~ the Naval 'rmin1n;r oantar (1m:) orl.ardo and Rec=it 'I'rainin; 
center ~) San Dier;o at the b1¥rin;J on 27 JUne l99l. Havln; raw had the 
~ty to review these ~. w mJSt st::l::lnJly disagme with tbeir 
canclusicns. ). 

2. ~ RI.'C San Di8;g, - bal.isve the KVings identifie=:! by your staff 
am gi'cssly cve:a>tated, if nan-ex::i.stent Family housin; deficits at :beth NTC 
Great I.akes and me orl.ardo invalidate your staff's asSUllption that anl.y balf 
of tba pl.annsd family br:usin;r units would have to be replaced, it :m: san 
Diego wm cl.Oiiei. '1ba ccst of 'b:ansportin;J of r:Ner 6000 :te=lite al'llllally 
fran the :m: Gl:eat Ialces to :e:Leet tlillets in san Diego was cmitt.c!. wa 
di.sagl:we with t:ha saamin;1y amit=:y reduction of lldmini.stn.tive ani pllmnin;J 
SllP£:•:a:t o::sts ~ lO to 5 pECIClt. Monover, your staff's ~ 
ClCias 1'lCt eppe•r to c;iva cansidetation to mil.itmy value and quality of illa 
jsSil!!fl derivinq fran collocation of an :m: with a majar neat o:xmltl:atic:rl.. 
After ~in; all of the 1ss- miseS by your stafi, our nwisad CDBAA 
analysis !or RIC san ~ &bows ona-tJJDa and :z:ac=rin; ccsts of cle&:e 
W"""W''in; aey sav:in;s. Jrrlcsma (l.) provides details. 

3. We l::lelieYa your staff bas ert'tlllei:IUSly ~that, it NrC orl.an:!o J:tiiiBins 
qxm, t:hel:e will !» no c:anst:ructicn cost avoidances associated with nl.ocation 
of the El.ectrcnic 'l'dlnicimls "A" sc:bcol. In fact, the Navy will spen:! eMir 
$30 mi Jl ion far these tacil i:ties, if our proposal to close NI'C orlando is net 
accepted. l-b:"ecver, we have clearly dstatmined that the :fUrlls imicated in 
our CXJSRA enaJ.ysis are sutfici.nt far the. lldditiclnal administration, storage 
and racraation facilities needed at NIC Gz:eat I.aDs to close NIC orl.an:!o. 
'I'ald:x.J these and otb8r isp- Bddl: Pa:i in your staff's cmalysis into aclQCl!Jnt, 
wa rDI canclUcle that cl.cs:~r~a of NI'C orl.an5o 'WOUld hava a 2Q-year rEilm en 
:invwt:mmt:s, versus the lOO ~ pmjected by your staff. EncJ.osure (2) 
proll'ides datails. 
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06128191 17:04 '2t703 61J 7296 OP-H ~~~ BASE CLOSt~ ..• 
a 

SUbj: REVISED CDBRA 1INAIHS!S FOR W>.VAL TRAJmNG 

4. Notwithst:antin;r tha :fcregcin;r, I JWSt emphasize that the Navy's clcsure 
mo "!l!!en:iaticns ware premised en a base's relative militaey value to sut:t:• u:t 
tba R!!!!ller prcjec:tsd farce st:ru.c::I::Llr, while still :J:eSmVinq adsquate sm;;e 
capmity far p:ss:ll:ile ~ an! nc:custimticn, mt. en ratmn en · 
invest:mallt cr possible CXISt savln;s. lis tbe SeO:atary of tbe NaVy :teoauUy 
advise:!, 'WI mmain oaupletely ccnfi&int tbat tbe :tee' ri!ii&rdations submitt:8d. to 
tba ()=mnissian a:te IIOIJ!"Xi, ccapletely ccnsistent with the fc:tOe st:tuct=e plan, 
and in the ~ tctal. inta:tast o:f Naticnal. de:fanse. 

Cl:lpy to: 
OASD (P&L) 
ASN (IE) 
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07101191 12:00 ~i03 6U 7298 OP-H ~~~ BASE CLOSt~ 

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OI'PIC!. CIF THJ; CHI!.F 011' NAVAL OPERATIONS 

WASHINGTON, DC 20:150•2000 

llOOO 
Memo 441Dl/ 76 
29 June 1991 

MEMORANDOM FOR THE BASE CLOSURE COMMISSION 

Subj z BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT 

P.e:f: (a) Questions arising :from 28 June 1991 BCR.C Bearings 

Encl: (1.) Questions anc! Answers with regard to Navy Shipyards 

1. Enclosure (1.) is provic!e4 in response to reference (a). 

~~tu~----~ 

Copy to (without enclosure~~): OSD (P&L) 

~. c:Ec, USN 
DireCtor·, ShOre 
Activities Division 

3 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OFFICE OF THE ASSIST ANT SECRETARY 

{Rasearcl'l. Development and Acquisition) 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20351).1000 

28 June 1991 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT 
COMMISSION 

Subj: NAVY LABORATORY CONSOLIDATION 

O-llc'l 

Encl: (1) Response to Questions from 27 Jun 91 Testimony 

Enclosure (1) provides response to questions for the record 
received during the Department of the Navy's Testimony~ort 
Laboratory Consolidation before the Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission on 27 June 1991. 

Copy to: 
ASN ( I&E) 
ASN (RD&A) 
OSD (P&L) 

~:;11J;;.~v.a{--
Principal Deputy, 
Assistant Secretary of 
the Navy (RD,A) 

--· ,.-~ - .·. 3 
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Q. Provide a listing of significant accomplishments under the 
interservice Reliance project. 

A. Significant accomplishments in the Science And Technology and 
Test and !valuation areas of Project Reliance are listed below, 
with the lead service identified. These actions are planned for 
FY 93, with interservice agreement reached. 

Consolidate large air breathing engine T&! (Air Force). 
Collocate training devices and aircrew training S&T in 

Orlando (Navy). 
Consolidate survivability and protective structures S&T at a 

single site (Army). 
Collocate all fuels and lubricants S&T at Wright-Patterson· 

AFB (Lead to be determined). 
Designate primary in-house performers for space based wide 

area surveillance for radar (Air Force) and IR (Navy). 
Perform all S&T in conventional guns within Army. 
Collocate Army combat dentistry S&T with Navy. 
Collocate directed energy bioeffects S&T (Air Force). 
Collocate all Army and Navy S&T in biodynamics research with 

the Air Force. 
Collocate health effects and toxicology programs (Air 

Force). 
Establish tri-service scientific planning group in 12 

disciplines to plan and establish fully coordinated S&T programs. 
The 12 disciplines are mechanics, physics, electronics, 
materials, terrestrial science, ocean science, atmospheric and 
space sciences, chemistry, biological and medical sciences, 
cognitive and neural sciences, mathematics, and computer science. 

Collocate Army, Navy and Air Force 6.1 foreign field offices 
and develop coordinated science monitoring programs. 

~ --:-. 
3 
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Q What is the breakdown of one time costs and annual savings for 
the Warfare Centers? 

A The breakdowns by Warfare Center are: 

ONE TIME COSTS 

NSWC NUWC NAWC NCCOSC 

MILCON 57.3M 3B.SM ll5.2M 31.9M 

PERS/EQUIP 33.BM l5.2M 51. BM 20.0M 
MOVEMENT 

OTHER 89.8M 17. 7M 59.2M l2.9M 
------------------------------------

TOTALS l80.9M 71. 4M 226.2M 64.BM 

ANNUAL SAVINGS 

MIL CON 0 0 0 0 

PERSONNEL 22.6M 8.9M 61.9M ll.6M 

OP COSTS 6.7M 2.0M 0 l. 3M 
-------------------------------------

TOTALS 29.3M 10.9M 61.9M 12.9M 

"' ----· .. 
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0 How many billets can be eliminated through consolidation? 
What percentage of the billet.s eliminated are administrative 
positions? 

A A breakdown of billets eliminated by Warfare Center is 
provided below. 65% of the eliminated ~ositions are 
overhead/administrative positions. 

OVERHEAD/ADMIN 

TECHNICAL 

TOTALS 

NSWC 

460 

140 

600 

NUWC 

170 

80 

250 

NAWC 

875 

563 

1438 

NCCOSC 

170 

59 

229 

-.-· 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-8000 

PRODUCTION AND 
LOGISTICS 

Honorable Jim Courter 
Chairman, Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, NW, Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20006 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

JUlJ 2 9 1991 

I am forwarding the enclosed memorandum from the Assistant 

Secretary of the Navy for Research, Development and Acquisition. 

It is a follow-up to Ms. McBurnett's testimony before the 
.(:;; 

commission regarding the Navy's laboratory consolidation ----
recommendations. 

Enclosure 

·•.· 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY 
(Research, Development and Acquisition) 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20350-1000 

JUN 2 81991 

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (PRODUCTION AND 
LOGISTICS) 

Subj: RDT&E AND ENGINEERING ACTIVITY CONSOLIDATION PLANS 

I am concerned about the potential omission of the Navy's 
RDT&E and Engineering Activity consolidation plans from the Base 
Closure and Realignment Commission's recommendations to the 
President. The Navy's plan is structured to deal with realities 
the Department will face in the next five years, specifically, 
mandated reductions in manpower ·and funding of 20 percent and 
21.5 percent, respectively. Approval of our plan now will permit 
us to implement these reductions in a coherent manner that 
protects our critical RDT&E and Engineering assets while 
executing this mandated reduction. Delay of even two years in 
the current resource environment will erode essential capability. 
Not since the end of World War II have we had such an impetus to 
realign our Defense shore establishment into a more cohesive and 
efficient structure. 

There are clearly challenges in consolidation and 
realignment. While recognizing this, we can not afford to 
finance indefinitely the organizational inefficiencies that will 
result if we downsize without implementing this plan. Budgets, 
priorities and even technologies are changing, and we, too, must 
change. The duplication of effort, the excessive overhead costs, 
the lack of functional and technical coupling inherent in a shore 
structure which has become overly dispersed must be eliminated. 
We have invested an extraordinary number of work years in 
examining the alternatives and developing a plan which will: 

o Functionally realign activities to eliminate duplication and 
overhead; 

o Preserve, consolidate and properly facilitate warfighting 
system engineering disciplines for efficient use as an 
integrated cadre of scientists and engineers; 

o Preserve leading edge engineering and technology centers and 
provide an orderly means to modernize retained activities; 
and 

o Provide management control and opportunities for affected 
people not available under less pro-active downsizing 
approaches. 

;. -·--
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Failure to proceed now will result in negative impacts on 
the technical infrastructure that we are trying to preserve. 
Specifically, 

o Retention of excess facilities will take scarce resources 
away from research and engineering vital to our future; 

o Redundant support personnel will absorb precious manpower 
billets which could otherwise be applied to technical 
staff requirements; 

o Unstructured work force reductions will result in an 
unbalanced talent distribution; and 

o Competing programmatic desires will drive technical 
capability and facility development without the benefit of 
a strategic plan based on current and future mission 
needs. 

The Commission's burden in this matter is a heavy one. From 
the perspective of the many individuals affected, realignment is 
painful. In the end, the perspective that must prevail is one 
which addresses our national posture. From this perspective, 
approval to realign is imperative. 

Hae~ 
/'G~rald A. Cann 

: 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON. THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

p~~ 
-'7;1T) 

The President 
The White House 
Washington, D.C. 20500 

Dear Mr. President: 

8 JUL ... ~1 

The Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission has submitted its 
report to you as required by Title XXIX of the National Defense Authorization Act 
for Fiscal Year 1991, Public Law 101-510. Enclosed is a summary of the 
Commission's recommendations (TAB A). 

In my opinion the Commission has conducted a thorough and independent 
review of my recommendations to close and realign military installations and has 
fully discharged Its statutory obligations. While the Commission has recommended 
some changes to my list of proposed closures and realignments, the overwhelming 
majority of the Department's recommendations were accepted. 

Therefore, I recommend that you transmit to the Congress not later than July 
15, 1991, as required by Section 2903(e) of Public Law 101-510, the report of the 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission, together with your certification 
of approval of the Commission's recommendations (TAB B). I further recommend 
you notify the Commission of your approval pursuant to Section 2903 (TAB C). 

Respectfully yours, 

( 
Enclosures 

J/)1788 
· .. ... 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OFFICE OF THE ASSIST ANT SECRETARY 

!Aesearcn. Development and AcCUISition) 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20350-1000 

oo•; "a 1931 .... ~,._ tl ... 

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (RESEARCH, 
DEVELOPMENT AND ACQUISITION) 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (INSTALLATIONS AND 
ENVIRONMENT) 

' OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
(PRODUCTION AND LOGISTICS), DIRECTOR FOR BASE 
CLOSURE AND UTILIZATION 

Subj: REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION FROM THE DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND 
REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 

Encl: (1) Synopsis of Verbal Responses Provided to BCRC Staff 
on 29 and 30 Jun 91 

(2) BCRC Staff Questions and Responses of 29 Jun 91 
(3) Draft Responses to BCRC Staff requests of 25 Jun 91 
(4) Briefing before the Base Closure commission on 27 Jun 

91 

Attached is a consolidated package of requests and responses 
provided to the Defense Base Closure Commission during the final 
week of their deliberations, and a copy of the briefing prepared 
for my appearance for the Commission's public hearing. We were 
unable to route advance copies due to the last minute nature of 
the requests and the short fused response time. 

;·~ 1 • .• ,· 1 ~ i ,~ Q.. (I 
~ ~-'Y'.-LL. ( I '-,· . 

Genie McBurnett 
Principal Deputy, Ass~stant 

Secretary of the Navy (RD&A) 

,., ---:,. . 
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SYNOPSIS OF VERBAL RESPONSES PROVIDED TO BCRC STAFF 
(6/29-6/30) 

Q. GAO statistics indicate a very small percentage of personnel 
affected in a transfer will actually move. What is the 
projection for the percentage that will move, and what is the 
justification for this number? 

A. The COBRA model uses 52.9% as a projection for transfers. 
This figure is based on historical data, and we are confident 
that we can improve on this percentage for the consolidation 
plan. New legislation allowing more flexibility to retain and 
move employees, the general downturn in the defense contracting 
business base, and the formation of Warfare Centers dedicated to 
a team approach should all contribute to a higher percentage of 
employees electing to transfer. 

Q. Of the total billets involved in the consolidation plan, what 
percent are currently vacant? 

A. 3-5%. 

Q. Provide an estimate, by warfare Center, for the percentage of 
transfers and eliminations that will occur in each year of the 
plan. 

A. FY91 FY92 

NSWC 0 5 

N~C 0 5 

NAWC 0 5 

NCCOSC 0 5 

FY93 FY94 

15 20 

15 40 

10 15 

15 30 

FY95 

60 

40 

70 

50 

~ -... 
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The information below is in response to verbal requests from Mr. 
Casterline on 29 June 91. 

1. A breakdown of billets eliminated by Warfare Center is 
provided below. This data is further subdivided into military 
and civilian positions. (Format is Military/Civilian in table 
below. ) 

OVERHEAD/ADMIN 

TECHNICAL 

TOTALS 

NSWC 

11/458 

138 

607 

NUWC 

16/170 

80 

266 

NAWC 

54/821 

175/388 

1438 

NCCOSC 

53/170 

59 

282 

2. For the transfer of billets from NADC to St. Inigoes, the 
breakdown of how many people and what function will be sited at 
St. Inigoes and how many will be sited at NATC is still being 
planned. The distribution of people between the two physical 
locations in the Pax River area has not been determined. 

3. In determining how many billets were eliminated and how many 
were in the category of workload reduction, a position by 
position analysis was done to determine what billets could be 
eliminated by consolidation. The difference between this number 
and the congressionally mandated personnel reduction resulted in 
the workload reduction number. 

~ --~ - 4 
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0 NWEF Albuquerque does nuclear weapons evaluation. In 
Albuquerque, it is in the middle of the nuclear weapons 
community. Why does the Navy not believe that movement of the 
facility to Pt. Mugu will affect the synergism that exists with 
DOE personnel in the Albuquerque area? 

A The Navy agrees that a continuous presence in the Albuquerque 
area for liaison with the nuclear community is important and has 
planned to establish a small office in Albuquerque for this 
purpose. The synergism that such an office will generate with 
the nuclear community is important to the Navy. The Test and 
Evaluation and publications responsibility presently assigned to 
NWEF will transfer to the Naval Air Weapons Center ((Weapons 
Division) at China Lake and Pt. Mugu. 
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0 Most, if not all, of the Navy RDT&E, engineering and fleet 
support activities are industrial funded. However, in the COBRA 
analysis, the Navy entered them as if they were not industrial 
funded. Why was this done? What impact does it have on the 
COBRA projections? 

A At the time COBRA analysis was being performed, input screens 
for industrially funded activities had not been developed. It 
was felt that the budget data input screen that was developed for 
O&MN activities was adequate for the ROI analysis. One 
adjustment that was made for industrially funded activities is 
that the civilian salary cost was changed from $37,575 (Navy 
average O&MN salary) to $41,429 (Navy average NIF salary). This 
was done to better reflect payroll costs. 
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0 Has the impact of disassembly and reassembly of all equipment 
being moved been studied to ensure there will be no impact on the 
equipment? To what extent has this been studied? What were the 
findings? Please provide documented support. 

A For the Air Warfare Center, a review of all equipment, both 
technical and non-technical, was performed and the feasibility of 
moving was examined. Past experience has shown that even for 
major, unique technical equipment, moving can be accomplished 
without major problems. During the period 1968-1973, a number of 
functions were moved from the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard, Naval 
Air Engineering Center. The structures move included the full 
scale structural test facility, and laboratories for flight 
loads, fatigue. Salt spray, metallurgy, mechanical testing, 
plating, paint and chemical labs were moved with the materials 
function. Additionally, some crew systems were moved. The moves 
were made using Public works to manage the process. Our 
experience is that facilities can be moved without major 
problems. 

For the Surface and Undersea Warfare Centers, the impact of 
equipment disassembly/reassembly was thoroughly studied. Unique 
facilities with unusual relocation risk or prohibitive costs were 
not scheduled for moves. Supporting data is attached. 

The information for the NCCOSC has been previously provided. 

.--. -
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15'\~em,,.,- f'\lct.\ ~TA ~(l!-{S 

0~ C\ FE~ 1 <1l 
Laboratory/Facility Replacement Relocation Maint Tech Reloc 

Cost ($M) Cost ($M) Staff Staff Time 

David Taylor Research Center 
Years 

Adv Elec Prop Machinery Development 31.1 4.0 6 15 3-5 
Adv Shipboard Machinery Development 41.7 12.0 10 30 3-5 
Deep ocean Pressure Simulation 55.2 Not Movable 3 3 5-7 
Environmental Protection 4.0 2.8 5 35 2-3 
Machinery Acoustic Silencing 19.0 Not Movable 5 28 5-7 
Ralph K James Magnetic Fields 7.3 Not Movable 3 4 s-7 
Small-Scale Fire Research 6.3 Not Less 10 40 3-5 
Submarine Fluid Dynamics 8.2 Not Movable 4 9 5-7 
Welding/Non-Destructive Evaluation 17.2 7.5 10 45 3-5 

Naval surface Warfare Center 
Months 

Explosives Test 7.0 Not Less ·6 50 24-36 
Explosives/Underwater Warheads 32.0 Not Less 35 245 40-48 
Hydroballistics Tank 30.0 Not Less 6 65 36-42 
Hypervelocity Tunnel 40.0 Not Less 45 20 36-48 
Long PUlse Accelerator/Range 12.0 Not Less 0 6 20-24 
Magnetic Silencing 11.0 Not Less 2 10 18-28 
Nuclear Weapons Effects 30.0 Not Less 12 15 36-40 
Undersea Weapons Tank 12.0 Not Less 1 15 18-20 

Naval Coastal Systems Center 
Years 

coastal T&E (Open Ocean) 5.0 Not Movable 9 28 N/A 
countermeasures Eval/Iriteg SONAR 30.0 9.0 38 15 1-1.5 
G<ts Analaysis 2.0 3.0 5 5 UNKN 
Hydrospace (50' diving Tower) 3.3 Not Less 6 5 UNKN 
~~ne Exploitation 8.5 2.0 2 3 UNKN 
o ean Simulation (Man/Unman Press) 100.0 Not Less 9 30 UNKN 
s perconducting Gradiometer Test 4.0 Not Less 2 5 UNKN 

~ 



-------------------
Laboratory/Facility 

David Taylor Research Center 

Adv Elec Prop Machinery Development 
Adv Shipboard Machinery Development 
Deep ocean Pressure Simulation 
Environmental Protection 
Machinery Acoustic Silencing 
Ralph K James Magnetic Fields 
small-Scale Fire Research 
Submarine Fluid Dynamics 
Welding/Non-Destructive Evaluation 

Naval Surface Warfare Center 

Explosives Test 
Explosives/Underwater Warheads 
Hydroballistics Tank 
Hypervelocity Tunnel 
Long PUlse Accelerator/Range 
Magnetic Silencing 
Nuclear Weapons Effects 
Undersea Weapons Tank 

Naval Coastal Systems Center 

Coastal T&E (Open Ocean) 
Countermeasures Eval/Integ SONAR 
Gas Analaysis 
Hydrospace (50 1 diving Tower) 
~ne Exploitation 
obean Simulation (ManjUnman Press) 
Superconducting Gradiometer Test 

Utilization 

Percent 
50 
50 
25 

100 
100 

50 
100 
100 
100 

40 Hr Week 

Days/Year 
200 
220 
185 
160 

50 
235 
130 

95 
8 Hr/Day 

Percent 
80 

100 
100 
100 

90 
75 

100 
40 Hr Week 

Typical 
staff 

10 
10 

3 
15 
12 

3 
10 

6 
15 

4 . 

150 
7 
2 
6 
7 
6 
6 

4 
15 

4 
6 

17 
11 

5 

5 Days/Wk, 3 Sh 

7 oaysjWk Opera 
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savings. The situation regarding P-172 was more complex. As 
can be noted in Enclosure 6, DTRC felt very strongly that the 
building was a true "requirement". As can also be noted in 
Enclosure 6, the requirement was first identified by DTRC in 
1983 and had been periodically resubmitted by them without 
success in getting the project funded. It was, and remains 
clear that the requirement could be met with space which would 
be vacated at Annapolis as a result of realignment. This is 
why it was identified as a cost savings in our FAX of 11 June. 
Initially, the issue was how to translate an "unprogrammed 
requirement" into a one time cost savings for purposes of 
COBRA analysis. The decision was to take 1/3 of the $10.3M 
(i.e.:$3.4M) as the "fairest" estimate; as the fact situation 
has not materially changed this remains our best estimate. 

The circumstances regarding one time Milcon cost savings 
at NSWC White oak were even more complex. One· issue was 
whether or not a sewage . treatment plant at Dahlgren 
(approximately $30M) would be required as a result of 
consolidation there. An independent review of the fact 
situation was made and summarized 3/91 (Enclosure 7). Navy is 
programming for the sewage treatment plant but it was, and 
remains, uncertain as to whether it will require a new plant 
or simply an upgrade to the existing plant at an estimated 
cost of $SM. In addition, there were two previously 
programmed MILCONs P-083, Ventilation for Toxic Materials at 
$1.5M and P-088, Insensitive Propellant and Explosive R & D 
facility at $14.6M. These are described in Enclosures 8 and 
9, Both projects had been taken as cost avoidance in 
analyzing an earlier subsequently rejected White Oak option 
which involved closing the site almost completely and 
therefore the elimination of any future Milcon. It was 
decided to leave these as cost avoidances in the analysis even 
though the related explosives work was not being transferred 
from White Oak in the selected realignment option. This was 
for several reasons. First, because these buildings were 

. actually programmed and it was decided that in the event of 
re-alignment these investments would certainly not be made; 
thus there would be some real cost avoidance (see footnote 2). 
Second, because we did not know and would not know until 
future permit and possibly court hearings were complete, 
whether sewage plant costs would be $5M or $30M, it was felt 
that an analysis including both the full $30M cost and 
approximately one-half that as one time savings gave the 
fairest "e~cted value". As the fact situation has not 
materially changed this continues to represent our best 
estimate. 

(2) Note that the "requirement" for these facilities date back 
to 1983 & 1985 respectively. Although both Milcons finally "made 
the cut" in the POM'90 review as FY'94 & FY 1 96 projects the 
currently planned realignments would create considerable space at 

"" _-:--· 
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RESPONSES TO BCRC QUESTIONS #4 OF 6/19/91 & #9 OF 6/18/91 

Question #4 RESPONSE 
paragraph 3. 

Please see response to Question 19, 

Question #9 RESPONSE Relative to NUSC New London there were two 
building projects planned before realignment. One was a 
Submarine Electromagnetic systems Lab (P-105) for $12.6M and 
the second was a submarine Towed Array Facility (P-152) also 
for $12. 6M but associated with a $1. 7M lan'\- acquisition 
bringing the total project request to $14. 3M. P-105 was 

. authorized in FY'90 & P-152 was programmed for FY'94. 
Building descriptions are included here as enclosures 1 & 2. 
As each of the two buildings involved a mix of general and 
unique facilities, it was initially estimated that one of the 
two buildings could be eliminated. FUrthermore, because it 
was estimated that there would be some cost associated with 
adapting vacated space at New London in lieu of a new building 
it was decided to take only the lower cost project value of 
$12.6M as a cost savings (see footnote 1). 

Subsequent events have shown that the actual cost savings 
is at least the $12.6M previously estimated. P-105 is being 
site adapted to Newport R.I. and will be used in part to 
accept functional transfers from NCSC Panama City and NOSC San 
Diego. Thus, much of this cost is a savings (not previously 
considered) against the cost of those realignments. In 
addition, P-152 has been canceled in its entirety. The unique 
laboratories originally contained in P-105 and P-152 are being 
sited in existing New London spaces which will become 
available as realignment progresses. The overall pre
realignment and post-realignment site plan for New London is 
provided as enclosure 4. Estimated cost for both site 

· adaptations is approximately $2M. 

In the case of DTRC Annapolis there were also two 
buildings planned. one was a $3, 450M PIF Project (P-172) 
Composite Materials Laboratory, see enclosure 5 and the other 
a $10.3M Project (P-143) Shipboard Integrated Machinery 
Systems (SIMS) Laboratory (enclosure 6). P-172 was, and 
remains, programmed for FY 1 92. It is being re-sited to DTRC 
carderock and should DQt be taken as a realignment cost 

(l)More precisely, the initial estimate was a one-time cost 
savings of $12.0M for the building plus $290,000 for salvage value 
of excess class 3 property. (see COBRA work sheet (enclosure B) 
item 9] This was later estimated as too conservative and was 
changed to a total of $12.6M. 

... _>I v It 
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White Oak in both NAVY operated buildings & Army's Diamond 
Ordinance Laboratory building. Therefore, while some building 
adaption might be required the cost would be very small compared to 
the programmed MILCON. In point of fact P-083 has been deleted 
from the FY' 94 budget and P-088 will be dropped when the FY '96 
reviews are held. 

•t ---........ 
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· 1. CO,....~ONE.NT ,.OATE 

FY 19..J!Jl. MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROJECT DATA 
NAVY 

3. INSTALLATION AND LOCATION 4, PAOJEC,. TITLE 

NAVAL UNDERWATER SYSTEMS CENTER, ELECTROMAGNE'riC SYSTEMS 
~NEW H 

5. PROGRAM ELEMENT G. CATEGORY CODE 7. PROJECT NUMBER B. PROJECT COST ($000) 

n.:noAo<" 11. '~jll_ ,_,no , . •nn 
9. COST ESTIMATES 

ITEM UIM ClUANTITY UNIT COST 
COST CIOOOl 

ELECTROMAG~TIC SYSTEMS LABORATORY . . . . . SF 91,250 - 10,980 
BUILDING . . • • • • . . . . . • • . . • • SF 91,250 114.00 (10, 400) 
BUILT-IN EQUIPMENT • . . . . . • • . . . . LS - - ( 580) 

SUPPORTING FACILITIES. • . • . • • . . . • . - - - 390 
ELECTRICAL UTILITIES . . . . . . . . . . . LS - - ( 140) 
MECHANICAL UTILITIES . . • • . . • . . . • I.S - - ( 90) 
PAVING AND SITE IMPROVEMENT. . . . . . . . LS - - ( 160) 

SUBTOTAL • . • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . - - - 11,370" 
CONTINGENCY (5,) • • • . • • • . . . . . • • - - - 570 -TOTAL CONTRACT COST. • • . . . • • • . . . • - - - 11,940 
SUPERVISION, INSPECTION ' 0\IERHEAD (5. 5,). • - - - 660 
TOTAL RBQUEST. . • • . . . • . . . . . . • . - - - 12,600 
EQUIPMENT PROVIDED FROM OTHER APPROPRIATIONS - -(NC ~-ADD) (35,750) 

. AS ENA CTED 
AUTH t~PPR ~. PL 101.111 101-1 -

10. DESCRIPTION OF •RDPOSED CO ... TRUCTION 11-29-ft 11·1 O·f' 
Multi-story steel frame building, reinforce ccncrete sprea footings and 
floors, precast ccncrete and brick. faced exterior walls, built-up roofin9, 
elevators, anechoic chubera, secur·e compartmented information area, 
secure space for submarine communications and electronic warfare systems, 
technical laboratories for research and systems integration, unique 
laboratory support spaces, fire protection system, air conditionin9, 
utilities. 

ll. 0 SF. SUBSTANDARD: 0 SF. REQUIREMENT: 91,250 SF. ADEQUATE: 
PROJECT: Provides a secure research, development, test and evaluation 
(RDTI<E) laboratory for shore-based testing of communications and 
electronic warfare systems, including its life-cycle support, for all 
submarines. (Current mission.) 
RE2UIREMENT: Adequate and unique shore-base~ RDTI<E facilities for 
essential integration of submarine communications and electronic warfare 
systems for all submarine (SSBN, SSN) missions, including anti-submarine 
warfare (ASW), anti-surface ship warfare (ASSW), surveillance, strike 
warfare, and strategic deterrence. Submarine operations require 
substantial improvement in connectivity to National Command Authorities 
for targetin9 data, as well as command and ccntrol. Improved speed and 
depth performance ~f submarine sensor systems to reduce the vulnerability 
to detection is a further necessity. The Soviet naval expansion is 
significantly increasing the vulnerability of o.s. submarines to detection 

(Continued on DD l39lcl 
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1. COMP'ONENT 2. DATE 

NAVY 
FY 19~MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROJECT DATA 

:t. INSTAL.L.ATION AND LOCATION 

NAVAL UNDER~ATER S~STEMS CENTER, NEW LONDON, CONNECTICUT 
•. PROJECT TITLE &. PROJECT NUMBER 

ELECTROMAGNETIC S~STEMS IABORATO~ P-105 

12. SUPPLEMENTAL DATA: 

a. Estimated design status: (Project design conforms to Part II of 
Military Handbook 1190, "Facility Planning and Design Guide.") 

Ill Status: 
(a) Date Design Started........................... 6-88 
(b) Percent Complete as of January 1989 ••••••••••• __ __.3~5-
(c) Date Design 3S,.Oomplete •••••••••••••••••••••• 11-88 
(d) Date Design Complete •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 6-89 

(2) Basis 1 

(a) Standard or Definitive Design: Yes No X 
NiA-(b) Where Design Was Most Recently Used: 

(3) Total cost (c) • (al + (b) or (d) + (e) : ($000) 
(a) Production of Plans and Specifications •••••••• ( 515 l 
(b) All Other Design Costs •••••••••••••••••••••.•• ( 200) 
(c) Total •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.••.•• --~7~1~5-
(d) Contract •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( 630) 
(e) In-house ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.• ( 85) 

(4)~Construction start......................... 1-90 
(month and year) 

b. Equipment associated vith this project which vill be provided 
from other appropriations: · 

Equipment 
Nomenclature 

Procuring 
Appropriation 

Various and related RDT'E/ACP 
equipment including 
computer system, 
communication control 
suites, anechoic chamber, 
periscope bouye, antennas, 
optics laboratory, 
miscellaneous instruments 

Fiscal Year 
Appropriated 
or Requested 

1988 - 1991 

Cost 
($000) 

35,750 

AS ENACTED 
AUTH HPRO 

P1101·189 lGi-148 
11·29·89 11-1 0-89 

• 
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FY 19.Jl.l..MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROJECT DATA 1989 

13 600 

SUPPClRtiNG FACILITIES l, 428 
Electrical Utilities (2201 
Mechanical Utilities . tl74l 
Telephone Distribution (181 
Road& & Parking (401 
Site Improvements (4381 
Landscaping (1081 
Demolition - (430 l 

SOB'l'O'l'AL •· 10,612 
CCNriNG~cr t s' 1 531 
'l'OrAL PIIOOEC'l' COST 11 , 143 
SUPERVISI~, INSPECTIOO & cmRHEAD {5.5\) 613 
'l'OrAL BUILDING COST ll 1756 
I.AND ACQUISI'rlOO 6. 27 I 086 1 I 869 
'!'OrAL REOUEST . 131625 
'l'O'l'AL R!.WEST {I()IJNDED) . 13 I 600 

f~~--~~~~_ill~ 
This project is for the acquisition of a 6,27 acre parcel of lena that 
has an abanaoned oil. tank farm on about half of the site which i'B·· c ·• '· ·:·· ·· · 
a~jacent to the northern boundary of NUSC, New London Laboratory, also 
two small parcels of AMrRAK property and the construction of a 93,808 SF 
sutmarine Towed Array Facility wi~ surrounding access roads and 
parking. This facility will be a two-story reinforced concrete buil~ing 
~esigned with a structural steel frame on pile foundation, concrete 

.floor slabs on pe~anent·steal spana, insulated precast concrete or 
brick exterior faced wells including building columns and spandrel 
panels, .coated steel energy efficient windows With tinted insulated 
glazing units, and ccmplete anvirorunental control systems. The fire 
protection system will be a wet pipe sprinkler system for most areas and 

' a C02 -rstam in all laboratory and computer areas; fire pumps and 
suction tanks will be required. The building will include laboratory, 
research support, computer support and laboratory staging areas. 

11. REQUI~~: 323,450 SF. ADE~JATE: 167,269 s:. 
SUBSTAN~.RD: 40,000 SF. IllADEQUATE: 43,346 SF. 

""tVtOUI IIJ• ~~~..,;~· •.•A • ... '! U!;F.~ IN,.f:IIINA.I,.L,.. 
VNTI:., &• ... .Au:;TiiO .,.. ...... , •.. ,.,. 
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1 t0'-4t'ONC:.N r 93 2. OAIL 
FY 19_ MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROJECT DATA 

NAVY 
l INITALI,.AfiON AND I..OCAfiO~ 

NAVAL tllD!:RWA'I'ER S'iSTE:MS CEN'ri:R 
Nt"ft LONLQI LA!IOAA'mRY I NEW I.Q;~ I CT 

• J OJIC:T Tr Ll 
SUBMARINE 'l'CMED AAAA¥ FACILIT¥ 
WI'I'H LAND ACQIJISITIOO 

JUt.Y 1989 

I. PROJlCT NlJMitA 

P-152 

PROJECT: This project provides additional site area for and the 
conatruction of un1que secure research and testing facilities for the 
design, fabrication, controlled l~·baaed testing and evaluation of 
prototype submarine towed array systems Vital tor the successful .. 
Car;llltion of all IIUbmarine missiona. The .. missions include 
anti-submarine warfare (ASW), strategic deterrence, surveillance, 
anti-surface unit war tare IASUW), and strike warfare (sTJ. 

~IREMEN'l': Land acquisition 11 required to site the uniquely shaped 
Mloot ion; submarine t~ array facility, 'l'he continued evolution 
of a faster, Quieter, and thua har~r to detect SOviet sul:lnarine threat 
dictates the continued expension of the Navy's existin; tactical tcwed 
array research and development actiVities an4 the initiation of new 
prc,gr111ns to support its ASW mission. 

accurate fire 
c:cntrol solutions. Not only do these program~ require addi t1onal apace, 
for increased levels of !Ul'l'&E activity, llut there is a clear trend 
toward longer array modules and multiple line (multiline) arrays, 
requi:in; significantly longer test facilities. Without the 650 foot 
long, unrestricted work spaces provided by thil project, acouatic ll'Odule 
lengths will be limited and the technological enhancements required to 
optimize array sensitivity, reliability, and survivability will not ·be 
realized. 

Technical areas currently under studY Which will yield enhanced threat 
detection capability include: advanced ae1110r technology, which 
includes Projltct EEL and EEL Hybrids, ESP (Extended Sensor Program), and 
Ar:ttA (All ~tie '1'oWecl Array), aelf-noise reduction, ~rov8cl reliability 
and survivability, low-coat array technology and array fabrication 
techniques, hose material development and characterization, ~roved 
atr•ngth member technology, improved Vibration isolation modUle !VIM) 
desi9f11 enhanced low frequency perfomsnc:e and localization capabilities, 
innovative handling syatama technology and array/handling system 
capability testing, improved real•ttle data acquisition systems and 
specialized data analysis IIYStema. · 

c:tJRRDn' SITUATIOO: The Naval Underwater Systems Center ( N1JSC) staffs and 
operates the Navy'• only facilitY dedicated to the ROT&! of submarine 
t~ array sysuma. Presently e1qhtY percent of the integrated towed 
array RDT&E efforts are being performed in an off~baae leased facility, 
and the remaining twenty percent are performed in substandard, 
technically restrictive basement space in an on-base buildin;. 

0 0 '·.~~,., 391 c NIIVtOUI UNfiO.,I W•• II UIID Mr11UIIINAU,• 
Ulltl' la .. e.~o~ltiD •aat 1110 2 of 
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I CO..-I'O~tN f · 2 DA1~ 

FY 19i.:l MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROJECT DATA JUt.Y l989 

• '"0JICT TITll SUBMAJUNE. ro.'ED WJ.:i FACILI'l'i 
I l. ~ROJ,CT NUMII~ 

WI'lH IJ.ND ACQUISITIOO P-154 

The constantlY evolving en~ threat demands improved towed array 
performance: this necessitates lon~er modules and arrays, the overall 
len;th of which can exceed a mile, as Wt!ll u multiple line towed array 
oonti;urations (lll.lltilines) which place overwhelming requirements on the 
AlreaOy inadequate facilities. The NAvy leased building haa 
insufficient working area to support existing towed arraya RDTiE 
prQtJtiU!II and limits module lengths to 150 teet because the fabrication 
and teating area 11 only 300 feet long (module construction requires 
module internals to be drawn straight into their protective hoses, thus 
the table length IIUSt be twice the mxsule len;thl. 

The U.s, Navy' 11 recognized ttehnolO<Jic:Al lead in the area of towed array 
developnent haa made this area one of the ten top tar;ets for Soviet 
espionage, The exposed, off•bue loc:ation of the leaaed building 
increuea the risk of security c~rcmises involving new, hig)lly 
sensitive technolo~ies and necessitate• the use of secure basement space 
that ia technically restrictive for secret project&. 

IMPACT IF Nai PROVIDI!:D: 'l'his project provides the uniquely conti;ured 
space requ1rid tor successful completion of current tawed sonar array 
RDTiE programs while allowing the flexibilitY necessary to accommodate 
pro~ected prQtJrama, Without thi& project, state-of-the-art array 
research will be severely restricted, arrey developnent Will be impeded, 
and the u.s. Navy's acoustic advantage will be eroded rapidly. Without 
significant improvements in towed array teehnoloqy, the effectiveness of 
the submarine's combat &ystam will be compramised and the capability of 
the u.s. Navy's sul:lnarinea to carry out their ASW mission placed in 
jeopardy, 

' 
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I COMI'ONCNr 

FY 19.!? MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROJeCT 
2. OAfl 

DATA 
JULY 1989 NAVY 

l I~STA~~A TION A~O LOCATION 
NAVAL IJNDER~TER SYS'l'tMS cmrER 
NEW I!NIXlN l.ABORA'I'ORY I NEW ~lXII I c:r 

• __ ,!'OJIC:f !Of~~ I. 'ROJ,C:T NU ... BU\ 

SUBMARINE 'l'OtiED AP.MY FACILln' 
WI'nl LAND ACQUISITIOO P-152 

If new facilities are built and leased off baSe, recurring costs will 
exceed $1 million annually and productiVltY and management will be 
adversely affected as up to lSO NUSC employees routinely would be 
working at a remote location, Furthermore, the risk of compromising the 
security of the Navy's towed array technology base w!.ll continue, The 
compromise of this technology WOUld not only negate the acoustic · 
advantage of the u.s, Navy's sul:lnarine fleet, but potentially place the 
security of the entire aubmarine fleet in jeopardy. · 

NUSC is faced with the responsibility of expanding submarine threat 
detection capability by increasing towe4 array aensitivity and 
survivability in spite of increasingly stringent operating scenarios and 
hostile operating environments. currently leased facilities cannot be 
expended or upgraded to l!leet existing and anticipated towed array RD'l''E 
requirements, if new facilities are not provioed NUSC Will be unable to 
bUild, test, and evaluate modules of the optimum length and the Navy will 
be unable to develop the technology to properly support ita ASW mission. 

AnDI'l'ltlW.I 

&conanl.e Anal z:s1s: This project is based solely upon the operational 
requirement to satisfy the Laboratory's RDT&E and support missions and 
cannot be ~ustified on the basis of dollar savings. NO facilitiea 
off-station or on-station are either available for lease or convertible 
to the extent that m1ssion requirll1'ents and equipnent security can be 
mat, Expansion of existing facilities to meet future towed array RDT&E 
needs ia not possible. ~erefore, construction of thia project is the 
on!N feasible alternative. 

"NeW Start• criteria for commercial or InduStrial Aetivitie• Proqram: 
'nil r~rementa ot Office ot Management and BUdget c1rcu1ar A-7fi are 
not applicable. 

Fallout Shelter Construction: rallout shelter requirements excluded 
s1nce aoequate facl!ltll& exist on bale. 

International Balance of Payments Procedure: International Balanc• of 
Payments Procedures are not applicable to this project. 

Environmental I!I1Diet: A Preliminary Environmental Assessment !PEAl has 
toeen made ana 1 '! hiLS been determined that an Environmental Allses5llllnt 
lEAl Wlll be required beceuse the building is sited on a 6,27 acre 
parcel of land, a quarter of which contains an abancloned oil tank farm. 
The PEA il included as Attachment S, 

I 
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'coBRA INPUT DATA (Continued) 

7. Additional Information on Gaining Base~ (Continued): 
I 

----------------- Gaininq Bases ---------------------------

lA!EriM.T 2ll\I\LUAAJ ..._3 ___ "-4 ___ •. ..._s ___ ,_6 __ _ 

f. Cost to Purchase Additional 
Land at Gaining Base (If 
Applicable) Exclude Family 
Housing Requirements: 

q. Number of Acres to be 
Purchased at Gaininq Base 
(If Applicable) Exclude 
Family Housing Rqmts.: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

a. Other One Time Costs, Identify any costs associated with 
Industrial Plant Equipment or other unique considerations not 

the movement of oversized 
reflected elsewhere. Use 

additional sheets of papec if necessary 
llll'71l'ILL- /Ill. ~4LtTIE:~ AT f<l~i'of-'T" 
16';oC.. exxuAA. S\vtlt.UA-TI&ol Earci> MH!bUN 
paa.~..,,..fL.. onve. flslrr ""'~"'er 
CLfJ.#l~~A1~ ~ 

$7,5' tv\ 

I·~ 
• 3 

'q.; IV1 
9. Other One Time Cost Avoidances. Identify the value of excess Class 3 property 
will not be transferred to qaininq activities. Use additional sheets of paper if 
necessary. tt z.~ 

~ ,o,ooo 
~~1'2.. 1'1\ tJevJ LoNDIJI'./ ~~ AtJo10~Nt.e. (mttt;rtJQ.. m1~~) 
frz..~ VV\ 
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t. COM~ONINT I 
FY 19&2 MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM 

2. DATE 

NAVY I 

3. INSTALLATION AND LOCATION 

D.W. TAYLOR NAVAL SHI' .RESEARC~ I DEV CEN, ANNAPOLIS. MARYLAND 

•. PROJECT TITLE I. lltROJltT NUMII'IIIi 

COMPOSITE MATERIALS LABORATORY 

11. REQUIREMENT: (CONTINUED) 
REQUIREMENT: (CONTINUED) 
repatr ~ra1n1ng apace ta raautred to captta1tze on tnduatrta1 expe~ttae, 
and to ~~ovtde tnduatry wtth gutaance on apectftc Navy neeaa. 
CURRENT SITUATION: 
Fact11t1aa ao not ax11t to aaaauataly perfor• raaaarch. aevelop 
rutertala. ana adapt COIIIPOS1tal to lt11pboard uaa. Layout ana work apacea 
are inadeQUate for ~raaant programs. ~ apace 11 available to 
accoeaoaate the raptdly axpana,ng .. rtne compoa1te tacnnology ana new 
aQutPNent reQU1rad to capttaltza on tne potential avatlaola for antPboar~ 
app1tcat1ona. 
IMPACT JF NOT 'RQVIDED: 
Wttnout tn'a proJect. the ~vy wt11 not be acla to take aavantage of 
advanc1ng tac~logy ana aUDatantta1 aavtngs aaaoctatad wtt~ the 
•vel~nt ancf uae of COtiPOittea em auf"'faca IM~I ana autNU,.tnea. 
Prototyptng of new -cnuwry ana atructural .concepti w111 be reetrtctad. 
'tranaMttttng conpostta 1\arawara to the fleet will be tmpeCIId, ana tM 
appl teat tons of new coapoatta aatar1a11 ~~till M oelayeel. Ttw Navy 111111 
not 1M &Dla to kaap pace wtt., tna rapta axpanaton tn ur1na corapoatta 
'tactmology and wt 11 be ,.alagetad to provtdtng routtna ea,.vtca wo~k ancl 
conttnua to uka unnecaaaary ,.epat,.a aNS coat1y ova,.-aeat~. trw Navy 
wt11 not axpartanc• tM coat aev1nga. atult., capaDtltttaa. watgftt 
,..aucttons. and ,.aoucttona tn a.,tp acaute1t1on and .. tntenance coata t,.1 
.,... avat1aD1a t"roug., Naaarch and aeveloP'Mnt ana tne app11catton of 
advancaa .. rtna CDftPOitta natartala. 
ADDITIONAL: 
An aconom•c analyata ,.. Dean prepared tha1 tndtcatal a P8YDack of 2.1 
y •• ,. •. 

~2-.-S~uwpO,p;,L;E~M~E~NTTA~L;rD~~~T>A7:--------------------~------------------~----------------~. 

A. ESTIMATED DESIGN DATA: (PROJECT DESIGN CONFORMS TD PART II DF MILITARY· 
HANDBOOK 1110, "FACILITY PLANNING AND DESJQH QUID£.•) 

(1) STATUS: 
(A) DATE DESIGN STARTED. ..... 
(B) PERCENT COMPLETE AS DF ~ANUARY ..... 
(t) DATE DESIGN 2SX COMPLETE 
(D) DATE DESIGN COMPLETE . . . . 

( 2) BASIS: 
• (A) STANDARD DR DEFINITIVE DESIGN: 

(I) WHERE DESIGN WAS .CST RECENTLY USED: 

(3) TOTAL CDST (C) • lA) • (I) DR (D) • (£): 
(A) PRODUCTION DF PLANS AND .SPECIFICATIONS 
(I) ALL OTHER DESIGN CDSTS . . . . . 
(C) TDTAL. . . . . 
(0) CONTRACT . . . . .. . . 
(E) IN-HOUSE . . . . . . . . 

l•l CONSTRUCTION START. 

B. EQUIPMENT ASSOCIATED WITH THIS PROJECT WHICH WILL IE 
APPROPRIATIONS: 

NONE 

DD FOAM 1J81C 
1DEC7& 

. 93-91 
&Q . 0!•81 . ... 03-@2 

ns_ND...L. 

. 

;~; . . . . . . 
.. 2§-aa 

(ICDHTH AND YEAR) 

PROVIDED FRDII OTHER 

.. 

-. 

I'AG£ NO. 152 
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lJ.tl 27 '91 UI1Z4 PTRC ~liA 

DTRC MJLCOH PROJECT P•143 •f10.3M 
Compcalllng Rtaont 

Shipboard lntt;mtd Machinery tytwma (SIMS) Laboratory· 

• Thlala a combination modtmlzatlon and atate-of•tM-an faciDty tellorld for 
apace to do mtch&nloll and tllctrlcal ahl!» Jntegl'ldld ayattmL Tht Im
proved technolOgical caplb!Htl~ of potential tneml•• hU lncttuecl, man-
dating that U.S.It\lpl and aubmarlntt bt leU dlttatlblt, mort IUrvlvabll, 
and mo1'8caplblt offenalvtly. Attht ametlmt, both bud;ttconatl'llntnnd 
ahlp and submarine acqullltlon cocta art rtduclnel tht Na'f')''l ability to 
procure and operate IUfflcltnt force• to ccumer the threat. 

· • Driving tnt nttclla Individual tachnologltl under dtvtlopf!!tnt that proVIdt 
major lmprovtmtntlln thlartu of auperconduotfvlty, adVanced compo1• 
ltts, conn-rotating drive tralne, hlgh-powtr tolld atata tltctronlca, high 
power pul .. forming and energy ttorage equipment, and act1vt vibration 
cancellation. Tht Projtc:t will provide tht ntceSIIJ)' facility for Integrating 
thtsetechnoiOQIIIInto Integrated machinery aystema for aurface thlpa anCI 
aubmarlnta. Only through the synergistic tfftdt of Integrated adVanctd Hull, 
Mechanical, and Electrical (HM&E) l)'ettml can the Navy aff!)rdably meet 
fu1urt thlp and subma~nt performance goala. 
The Shipboard Integrated MaChinery Systems (SIMS) Laboratory wiU pro· 

. vide the facility for ttstlng developmental modtl and prototype tulJ.acale 
components lnttorattd lmo complete HM&E t)'ettms 'J)rlor to tht develop. 
ment of thlp and eubmarlnt dtll;n aptCiflciUons. Thll will allow the optlml· 
z.atlon of tht complete HMI! tytttm In the context of the total ahlp detl;n 
rathtr than jult the Individual oomponentt. • 
Dtvelopmtnta 11'1 adVIIICtd gat turblntl, auptrcond\.Jctln; tltctrfc drlvt, 

high energy atoragt and tranater ttehnlqutl, propulalon dtrlvtd ahlp II Mot 
power, machinery monitoring and control, tHmlnatlon of Pfl)ptlltr ;avltaUon 
and reduction of overall machinery ayatema nolat art t)elng acctltra\td M 
the r11u1t of tht congrelllonally-lnltlattcl Advanced Bubrna.rint TeChnology 
Program and OP03't lnttaratad Eltotl1o Drtvt Pra;ram, whloh le funded 
under PEU573N at $1.3B overtht next 10 y1ar1. In the SIMS Laboratory, 
HM&E t)'litma wiD bt optimized In allrp and tubmarlnt dttlgna foe minimum 
apace, weight and coat. minimum IR and EM 11gnaturta, minimum radiated 
noise and acoul\lo 11r;et ttrtn;th, oombe ay.tel\'11 tupport, Jnd rrwdm~m 

• 

&uMvablllty. C" If 
No taclllty c1mentty txlltlln govtmmtnt orprivattlnduttry (nor Ia thert any ~ 

lncentlvt for private Industry to lnvtlt In .a facility) to develop Integrated · 
••"a"'eed HM&I: ltohnoloalea. Without an operational SIMS Laboratory the· _-- · 

· ••· • •· ·•• · -- ••1"· ......... "••li 11"!o and aubmarfne 
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~·~~~~':i~ .. 1tatn wall bu11CI1n; t1ous1ng otnc:u 
and apace on upper f\Qors ~ ~~v~id• a rP1fttd large open hivh bay 
laboratory work area; Floors w111·be of concratt and metal decldno. 
Foundat1on wnl condst of p111ng and "rtain floor artll wt11 bD h'lchd 
to prevent transmission of vibrations. Roof construction will be built up 
over 1n&ulat1on panals. A &D ton bridge crane w111 serve the high ba~ 1work aru and a ·10 111onoran hoist w111 run through shop and storage &~·au. 
Bu11a1n; anv1ronment w111 bt ~ondit1oned with special temperature and · 
humidity controls. computer srcis shall have raised floors. A f1re pro
tection system with alarms w11 be instilled as w111 convanttonal uttlitias 
and'prov1sion for 3DDD psi hJdraulic flufd supply, Huffl•rs will be in· 

.stalled to deaden sound from machinery e~haust. Parsonnal and freight . 
·elavators w111 bl provided. 

11-t"-'----""""1: 
11. REQUlREHEtiT: •· ADEQUATt: SF. SUBSTANOflnD: F. 
PROJECTz A facn tty· required for the tlcvy to Asuss 1nteoratod ship 
machinery systems for elopMont of 1•pr~ved spectftcat1ons. Ship 
machinery.sy~t.m' com~onants must be completely asscm~led and op•reted 
to their 1ntonded ahip enviro~ent btcause of thair 1nterdaptndont rel~•·•·' 
·"'•• ,. ........... H~v to aer.om,11sh thh .affo~:t t,~_t_!~~~ ~.H~d.!!~! .. un·~cr t 
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phyaica1 ~ntegrated Ohacaoteriatica of interfacing unltl. ln 
ac!i!U.t.i.on, the total ayltall approach will _permit •ba.n4a•oD• 
acceaa.fo~ improvement• in the atate-of•tbe•art, and verifi
cation by Wavy peraonne1 chargee! with that reapona1bi1it~ • 

. : ':hue- ia no other ,way to a1111r1 the attainment o~ tbe 
pro,ecte4 benefl~a, 111cb •• approxtmateli a 20 percent 
red11ction in ahlp·acq11laitloD ana aperat ng coati, •ore 
reliable ana maintainable machinery ayatema, ana a11bllarinea 
that are 1eaa detectable. • 
CURRENT I%TOATIONa. rragmented laboratory apace& are now being 
uai4 a£ Eh,:Davla Taylor Waval Ship a.search ana Development 
Center --.Annapo111 Laboratory for the 4evelopment of naval 
machinery componentl. ror •xample, nineteen aeparate areaa 

- are 011rrently aevo~ed to experimental work on machinery. 
Management of the'4ilperae4 activitlea ia not efficient and 
utilisation of common. a11ppoct equipmant i1 ~iffioult. More 
importantly, there la·no aeparate facility to put the com• 
ponenta tqgetber aa a.ayatem to 4emonatrate tbe full benefit& 
to the Navy. 
IMPACT IP NQ; IRqVXDIDa the continued lack of an integrated 
ahlp machinery ayatema laboratory ~or the assembling ana 
aaaeaament of developmental integrated lhlp machinery ayatema 
unaer controlled coftditlona 4enieJ the Nav,r hi9bly reliable 
knowledge.for the development of improved apeoiflcatlona for 
n.aval ahip machinery •. rrag111entea laboratory apacea now being 
uaed for developing ana alleaalng lndlvi4ua1 naval propulaion 
component• 111ake1 it 41ffioll1t to identify an4 correct inter• 
face problema. Continued 4eve1opment,.particular1y of nev 
aystema sucb •• advanced e1eotrlc 4rivea ana propulsion 
aerivea ablp servia• power, under theae conaitionl will result 

• in contlnuea lmpabment of the .Havy1a ability to reduce either 
inherent 111aintanance problllll or the 1lt,~oycle colt o~ prin• 
oipa1 components. · · · '· 
&DDITIONALa A aecon4ary economic analyaia haa been parformad 
becauae the real benefit• are in reduced coats in ahlp ao-
quia , operatlona, ana maintenance, not in coat aavlnga at 
the • 

~~R~~A!!~~~ffi~~· Tbla project ~ r P• tion. · 
ENYIRONMZNT~ IMPACTs An environmental ~~act aaaeaament haa 

• been •• a. ana it has been determined that p~opoaea pro~ect 
will have neit~er a aignifioant impact on the environment nor 
ia it highly. oontroveuia1. • 
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8PAOJI 'l'REJ.TIU!INT l'UM'l' 

Several years ago Dahlgren had a plating shop which drained into 
the base sewer system. The waste water !rom the plating shop was 
clean enough so that it was permitted to be directly drained into 
the river. However, the rules are that if a plating shop drained 
into the drain system which was in turn processed by the sewage 
treatment plant, the sewage treatment plant is considered 
contaminated. 

NSWC is qoinq to a final hearing in about a month to argue their 
case and if they lose they will have to qo to court. If they 
lose there, they will request an emergency MILCON and are 
assuming that they will continue to be permitted to operate until 
the new plant is built. If they win, the existing plant has • 
enough capacity to handle the entire consolidation. However, 
everything they have been told is that when they go to the state 
to request permission to increase the flow through the existing 
sewage treatment plant, permission will be denied. Thus, the 
best judqement(!t NSW§is that a FY 94 MILCON will be required. 

i:\centers\NSWCplan 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 

NAYAL BURI"ACI!: WEAI'ONII CENTI:R 

OAHLDREN, V111GIINIA U.w8 

!'r01111 Coiii!D&I1der, Naval Surface Weapons Center 
Tol Commander, Naval facilities Engineering Command (Code 20) 
Via: · (1) Co=mandins Officer, Chesapeake Division, 

Naval Facilities Engineering co=mand (Code 20) 
(2) Chief of Naval Material (MAT 053) 

Subja · MCON Project P-Q83, Ventilation for Toxic Materials, 
NSWC White Oak Site; 11000/4 aub=iseion 

Rafl (a) RAVFAC!NST 11010.44D 
(b) NAV!ACINST 5100.14 

!nell (1) OPNAV 11000/4 Form 
(2) Site Plan 
(3) Coat Estimate 
(4) Preliminary Environmental Assessment 
(5) OCR Document 

-ITI-SII.YP ""'1«1. MD 10110 
IIOI>I ... 2746 
Do\loi...C:J:Ibol ........ 1.241.1 
l11UIM. 

W042 :JW:lwb 
11010 

OOT 2 4 1983 

.. 

1, Due to ···~arge COft overrun on Military Construction Project P-063, Ventilation 
for Toxic MateTialli many of the fume hoode originally included in tha scope of 
work were deleted for lack of funds. Project P-083 is submitted to reprogram these 
deficient fume hoods for funding in a later year. lmprovamente to laboratory fume 
hoods in various building• on Station ere required to meet OSHA requirements for 
ventilation of toxic materials. Presently, these fume hoods do not have sufficient 
venting capacity to adequately rell!ove toxic fumes and contaminants from laboratory 
work areas. 

2. Enclosures (1) through (5) were prepared in accordance with raferencea (a) and 
(b) and are submitted for inclusion in the Navy's Occupational Safety and Health 
Deficiency Abatement Program. · 

Copy to: w/encl 
NAVFAC (Code 20) 
CNM (MAT 053) 

~~A· ~ND~ERMAN~'-""......,..,... 
By direction 
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2. o .. Tl t. COM,.ONENT 

NAVY FV 19..B.L. MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROJECT DATA 2.4 a::t lq~ 
.._ rAo.tECT nTU :L INSTAL&:ATION ANO LOCATION 

Naval Surface Weapons Center 
Silver Spring, MD 

Insensitive Propellant end Exp1oaive 
Reaearch and Develop=ent Facility 

5. PAOOA .. Iol ELeMENT I, CAT'&GOA'I' COO& 

310-13 
1. PROJecT NUWSI!fll: 

p-ass 
L rAo.tECT COST 110001 

13,500 

ITl!lol U/lol QUANTITY 

PRIMARY PACILITlES SF 
Laboratory Building SF 
Built-in Furniture LS 
Fume Hoods · LS 
EXplosive Safeey.Featurea (static grounding 
lightning arrestors, non-aparking floora, etc.) 

SUPPORTING FACILITIES 
Utilities 
Paving & Retaining Walla 
Fire Protection 
Site Improvements 

SUBTOTAL 
Contingency (5Z) 

Total Contract Cost 
SUPERVISION, INSPECTION 6 OVERHEAD (5.51.) 

Total Request 
Total Request Rounded 
Equipment Provided from other Appropriations 

10. O&BGA,TION OF PRDrOSEO CCHSTRuc;o leN 

LS 
-

LS 
LS 
LS 
I.S 

29,810 
29,810 

-----

UNIT 
COST 

315.63 
217.45 

-----

9,409.1 
(6,482.0 

(746.1 
(1,416.4 

(754 .6 
2,745.7 

(344,8 
(1,067.0 
(1,020.2 

(313.7 
12,1.54.S 

607.7 
12,762.5 

701.9 
13,464.4 
13,500.0 
1,769.3 

Concrete framed and pre-cast c~ncr~te £aced che~i•try building with 13 
two-person o£Cice/laborat.3ry madul•IS with bui It-in base cahinets, sinks, wall 
cabinets • and arm" red fume hlJlldS • 5 itu t rument at i.->n ro-.Jms 1 3 1cale:•up test end 
evaluation rooms, and various other sh~p and su~port facilities. Building to 
cuntai1t expl~sive ~afety features such as int~rior barricad~•. •tatic groundinR 
system, conductive {looring, explosion-proof light fixture•, lightning 
protection, and emergency showers and eyebachs. 

11. REQUIREMENT 74,298 SF; Adequate ll,7S3 SF; Substandard 11232 SF 

PROJECT: The Insensitive Pr.,pellanc and Explosive Reoearch and Development 
Factlity (IPERDF) pruvidu a facility for th, syntheais, characted~ation, and 
analysis of inaensitive propellent and explosives ineredienta deaianed to 
satisfy the CNO requirements that munitions incorporate insensitive energetic 
materials which meet or improve upon published inaensitivity ttandarda by 1995. 
The laboratories and instrumentation rooms .,ith built-in furniture, sinks, and 
hoods will meet the required hplosive Safety and OSIIA Standarda. 

REQUIREMENT: OPNAV Instruction 8010.13 entitled U.S. Navy Policy on Insensitive 
Munitions (daced 18 Hay 1984) requiru the use of propellants and uplosives 
which reliably !ulfill their perr.,rmance, readiness and operational requirements 
on demand, but minimi~e the vi.,lence of reactidn and subsequent collateral 
damage when subjected to unplanned heat, shock, electromagnetic energy or 
radiation. Our munition• prea;ent a majC)r threftt to the survivability c.f tJur IJWt1 

Plll(VIOUS EDITIONS ... .,. B& "-=SED l'!li.AHAL~V 
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shipa and Aircraft in the event of an accidental eaction, exploaion, or 
detonation. The lPERDF it conceived as the inte11 a ted complex of !ad lit ie& 
required to provide the propellallta alld uplo•ive• for Naval Weapon• which will 
prevent accidents such a• occurred on the USS Fur•eotal. 

Construction is divided into two phases for fiacal plannina purpose•. When 
complete, lPERDF will house all of the activities aaociated with development of 
exploaive or propellant composition• from recognit 'on of the need f.:.r new 
compound• through aynthesh, characterization, for~ulation, charae fabrication 
and quality control to the teets required for inte im qualification for use in 
Navy weapons. Charae• will also be prepared for p rformao1ce teatina and 
evaluation, 

CURRENT SITUATION: The initial work force of the PERDF are Center employees 
who presently occupy scattered location• at the Wh te Oak aite or are part of 
the NSWC tenant activity at the Naval.Ordollnce Sta ion, Indian Head, Maryland. 
Some of thea~ facilities ar~ over 35 yeara old and now substandard; others are 
inappropriate for their current uae; and the natur of chemistry reaearch has 
changed eince the facilities were built. The inve~ion olf apeeialized 
instrumeo1t1 for chemical and yah and detect ion haa altered tha a pat ial 
configuration need ad in a chemistry laboratory, phya leal scattering of 
equ,ip!l'ellt requires the unfortunate duplication of specialized instruments or the 
absence .:.f ouch inatrumenta because they cannot be ~ade available for enough 
projecta ·or people to ju.cify their coat, The eeparation of scientisto in the 
scattered facilities hinders eff~ctive iot~raction mona acientiatl having 
different disciplinary interests, Such collaborati n is critical to a timely 
achievement of the overall CNO goal. 

I~PACT IF HOT PROVIDED: The peraonnel of NSWC work na on insensitive 
prop~llanta and exploaivu will continue to w.:.rk in acatt~red and inappropdate 
facilitiea which will jeopardize our ability to dev lop insensitive energetic 
materials on the achedule eatablhhed by CNO .. · Rese~rch directed toward the 
development of insensitive propellanta and exploaiv~a vill be restricted. 
Failure to build the facility now could compromise the Center's ability to meet 
the CNO time schedule. I 
AOD!TlONAL: The project is 110t ju•tified on 111 econpmic buia; new facilitiea 
are needed to ae~t missio.>n requir~ments. However, it ia eatimated that a 20% 
increase in work force ~ffici~ncy will be realized. I The ulari~s, material, and 
overhead costs for the workers to be housed in Ph•sel I of IPERDF are about 
$4!'1/year, In addition, the exi&ting apace made available by thia constructioll 
~ill be utilized to effectively house up to 50 n~w p.rSUIII\~1 that wlll be added 
:" vario.>us aap~:t• uf .:.ur en~rget ic material a effurtl during the nut 4 to. S 
years as the insensitiv~ en~rg~tic :uteriala pro&rsi!IS intensify. This added 
available space will effectively provide "" equivalent increas~ in pr.,ductivity 
for these new perso:1n~l. An ov~rall total of es much u $9!1/year iol u~•ries 
~ill re•ult in potential savi11::• of $1,800,000 per year, 

nn. ~~~":.1391c PREVIOUS tCITIONS ... AY 81 US!D IN,.IRNAI..LV 
UNTIL f ..... OCTC"" 
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2'. PRO.IICT Of~.AISTIIICAnoa. 

Project: This project provides funds for improving existing fume hoods ct 
adequately remove toxic fumes and contaminants from the work areas of 
laboratory employees. . 
Requirement: Improvements are needed to meet the requiremen~s of the Occu~ 
tlonal Safety and Health Standards and Interpretations, Section 1910.1000 
Toxic and Hazardous Substances. ' 
current Situation: Many of the fume hoods have ~n average air velocity of 
!!near feet per minute across the front of the bood. The recommended velc 
is 100 LFM for moderate toxicity materials ·and 150 LFM for hig~ toxicity 
materials. 
Impact if not Provided: Exposure of laboratory employees to toxi~ material 
exceed~ng maximum levels established by OSHA. 

1'0 CCilT#t(ATI()N r.... 01~1 tt wND'IUI ~ SH'S 
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IMPACT STATEMENT:. The insensitive Pr~pellants 6 jExpl~sives Research & 
Development FacLlity· ia required for the development of inaensitive, high energy 
propellants and expl~s ives which are lesa vulnerable thai\ existing c_,mpos itlolll 
to detonation by bullet/fragmel\t impact, fires, ~nd other accide11tal or attack 
threata, ln I'AVSEA Instruction 8010, &1\titled "'llechnical Requirements for 
lnsens it i ve Hun it ion a," the CNO requires that al~ futu"re Navy convent lona I . 
weapona meet insensitive mul\itions requirements rior to acceptance. All 
existing weapon systems must be modified as neede to meet i•l&el\aiti.ve munition 
requiremel\t& before 1995. lt it anticipated that\ the synthesis and formulation 
of leas sensitive propellants and explosives are ~ssential to meeting the CNO 
goat. Failure to build this facility in F't89 cou d compro111ise tne Center' • 
ability to meet the CNO ti1110 schedule. Since all but one of the new explotive 
ingredients put into DOD service use since ~.,rld ar ll have been developed in 
Synthesia and Formulation• 'Brench at NSWC; it is aaso:uble to expect that new 
explosives and propellant& to make weapons inune tive will be forthcomin& from 
the White Oak group, \ 

The 11ew facility is needed to replace current factlities which are outdated 
(constructed in 1948), The nature of chemistry r~sesrch hu changed since the 
facilities were built. The invention of specialized instruments for che~ical 
analysis and detection has altered the spatial co~figuration needed in a 
che111istry laboratory. Current chemistry research\is conducted in fa<iLities 
s~attered over several miles at ~hite Oak, •~me of which impose unacceptable 
small explosive limits. The physical separation ~f facilities require• the' 
unfortunate duplication of specialized illG t rume•lt~ or the abaence of •u~h 
instruments because the instrume•lts catiiiOt be made available for en<>ugh proje:ti 
or people to justify their co•t. The separation ~f people in the scatt~red 
facilities hindera effective interation between chemists having differel\t 
disciplinary interests, Such interaction and col~aboration i• critical to 
achievement of the overall goal, i 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY 

(Research. Development and Acquisition) 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20350-1000 

10 July 1991 

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (RESEARCH, 
DEVELOPMENT AND ACQUISITION) 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (INSTALLATIONS AND 
ENVIRONMENT) 

DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

(PRODUCTION AND LOGISTICS), DIRECTOR FOR BASE 
CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT 

Subj: LABORATORY CONSOLIDATION BRIEFING FOR BASE CLOSURE AND 
REALIGNMENT COMMISSIONER WILLIAM BALL 

At Mr. Ball's request, I provided him a briefing on the Navy 
Laboratory Consolidation process, background and organization on 
12 June 1991. Attached are a synopsis of the meeting and a copy 
of the handouts delivered to Mr. Ball. 

Additional briefings for the Commission were given on 25 and 
27 June 1991. Copies of both briefs are also attached. 

~-1ffi/)( 
£e McBurnett 
Principal Deputy, Assistant 

Secretary of the Navy (RD&A) 
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12 June 1991 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

Subj: Laboratory Consolidation Briefing for BRAC commissioner 
William Ball 

Encl: (1) Handouts Given to Commissioner Ball 

1. Commissioner Ball was briefed on 12 June by Ms. Gene 
McBurnett, PD ASN RD&A, on the Navy's Laboratory Consolidation 
Plan as submitted to the BRAC. The key issues discussed are 
summarized as follows: 

-- Navy Laboratory consolidation process and historical 
reference. 

-- Laboratory Warfare center organization and discussion of 
consolidation by facility for each Warfare Center. 

-- Discussion of membership of the Working Group. 

2. During the discussion it was evident that Commissioner Ball 
did not have a detailed working knowledge of the Navy's 
Laboratory Consolidation Plan. He viewed the plan as the most 
complex portion of DOD's BRAC submission. He voiced a personal 
concern that the plan appeared to protect the SYSCOMs and in fact 
might strengthen their bureaucracy at the expense of the 
integrity of Navy laboratory system. At the end of the session 
it was clear that he understood the process and plan but wanted 
to examine the plan in more detail and would most likely need 
another meeting to answer additional questions. 

aLLW 
Van Buskirk 

L~eutenant Commander, USN 
Navy Legislative Affairs 

•• -~·· 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
QF",:'IC( OF" TH( SECR(TARY 

WASHINCTOfll. 0 C 203~0·1000 

13 AUG 1990 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (RESEARCH, 
DEVELOPMENT AND ACQUISITION) 

Subj: RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST AND EVALUATION FACILITY 
CONSOLIDATION 

The Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition has instructed 
the services to investigate two alternatives for consolidation of 
defense RDT&E facilities. Regardless of which alternative is · 
selected, the result will be a streamlining and restructuring of 
facilities within the Navy. We must be prepared to deal with the 
interndl Navy implementation of this i-nitiative and so must begin 
the planning now. You are requested to develop a plan for 
internal Navy consolidation of RDT&E facilities by the 19th of 
October. In preparing this plan consider all Navy field 
activities that execute RDT&E funding in any form. Identify any 
actions that will facilitate increased interservice cooperation 
in all areas of Science and Technology and for test and 
evaluation facilities. 

I recognize that this effort will identify areas outside your 

) 
purvie~ that may be impacted. Please work with the Vice Chief of 
Naval Operations to resolve any issues in order to present me 
with a pomplete plan. 

j 

Copy to: 
CNO 
ASN ( FM) 
ASN(MR&A) 
ASN(I&E) 
COMNAVSEASYSCOM 
COMNAVAIRSYSCOM 
COMSPAWARSYSCOM 

If _-:- .... -
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20350·1000 

14 December 1990 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS 
COMMANDANT OF THE MARINE CORPS 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY {RESEARCH, 

DEVELOPMENT AND ACQUISITION) 
COMMANDER, NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND 
COMMANDER, NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND 
COMMANDER, SPACE AND NAVAL WARFARE SYSTEMS 

COMMAND 
CHIEF OF NAVAL RESEARCH 

Subj: RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST AND EVALUATION CONSOLIDATION 

Ref: (a) ASN(RD&A) Briefing; same subject 
(b) Title XXIX of the National Defense Authorization Act for 

Fiscal Year 1991 

Encl: (1) Plan of Actions and Milestones for RDT&E Consolidation 
Planning 

I asked the Assistant Secretary of the Navy {Research, 
Development and Acquisition) {ASN{RD&A)), working with the Vice 
Chief of Naval Operations {VCNO), to develop a concept for internal 
Navy consolidation of RDT&E facilities. The resulting concept 
strengthens the management of the RDT&E structure, takes advantage 
of efficiencies, eliminates unwarranted duplication and provides 
for increased horizontal and vertical integration including 
consideration of functions which may be better performed as a Tri
Service effort. In general, the concept calls for consolidation 
of· separate R&D, T&E and Engineering organizations into four 
Warfare Centers and streamlining the Navy's corporate laboratory 
structure. The planned Air Warfare Center will report to the 
Commander, Naval Air systems Command; the undersea and Surface 
warfare Centers to the Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command; and 
the Command, Communications and Ocean Surveillance Center to the 
Commander, Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command. The Chief of 
Naval Research (CNR) will continue to exercise command authority 
over the Department of the Navy (DON) Corporate Labo_ratory. I have 
reviewed the concept and I support it. 

Using reference (a) as a baseline, the three Systems 
Commanders, who will become responsible for the four new warfare 
centers, and the CNR are to prepare within 120 days detailed plans 
for overall downsizing and consolidating the activities that will 
be assigned to them. The enclosed plan of actions is provided to 
guide their deliberations. Additionally, recommendations, 
rationale, and substantiation for actions that are required to be 
submitted to the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
shall be submitted in accordance with reference {b) to the DON Base 
Structure Committee. 
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The ASN(RD&A) is responsible for ensuring the detailed 
planning is accompli shed and to review the consolidation plans 
periodically with the VCNO and the Assistant Commandant of the 
Marine Corps before they are presented to me. Although 1 totally 
support the consolidation, 1 am deferring my final decision on 
approval until after these detailed implementation plans are 
complete. 

The ASN(RD&A) will establish an Executive Review Group to 
address broad policy issues regarding RDT&E consolidation; this 
group's tasks are also outlined in the enclosure. 

Copy to: 
ASN(FM) 
ASN(M&RA) 
ASN(I&E) 
OGC 
DONMR1CO 
OLA 
OPA 
CHINFO 

H. Lawrence Garrett, III 
Secretary of the Navy 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OFFICE OF THE· SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20350·1000 

12 April 1991 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS 
COMMANDANT OF THE MARINE CORPS 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (RESEARCH, 

DEVELOPMENT AND ACQUISITION) 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (FINANCIAL 

MANAGEMENT) 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (INSTALLATIONS 

AND ENVIRONMENT) 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (MANPOWER AND 

RESERVE AFFAIRS) 
GENERAL COUNSEL 
COMMANDER, NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND 
COMMANDER, NAVAL, AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND 
COMMANDER, SPACE AND NAVAL WARFARE SYSTEMS 

COMMAND 
CHIEF OF NAVAL RESEARCH 
COMMANDING GENERAL, MARINE CORPS RESEARCH, 

DEVELOPMENT AND ACQUISITION COMMAND 

Subj: RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST AND EVALUATION, ENGINEERING 
AND FLEET SUPPORT ACTIVITIES CONSOLIDATION 

Ref: (a) SECNAV Memo 14 Dec 90; same subject 

Encl: (1) RDT&E, Engineering and Fleet Suport Activities 
Consolidation Plan 

By reference (a), I supported a concept to consolidate Navy 
Research, Development, Test and Evaluation (RDT&E), Engineering 
and Fleet Support facilities. This concept was developed by the 
Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Research, Development and 
Acquisition) (ASN(RD&A)). At that time, I tasked the ASN(RD&A), 
the Systems Command (SYSCOM) Commanders and the Chief of Naval 
Research (CNR) to develop, in conjunction with the Vice Chief of 
Naval Operations (VCNO) and the Assistant Commandant of the 
Marine Corps (ACMC), a detailed consolidation implementation plan 
and to establish an Executive Review Group to address broad 
consolidation policy issues. I have reviewed that implementation 
plan, provided as enclosure (1), and I approve it. 

Recent Congressional actions not only reduce the overall 
Navy budget but also mandate a substantial reduction in the 
Acquisition Workforce. These actions have expanded the nature of 
this consolidation from an effort to streamline our 
infrastructure, to an effort to preserve core mission capability 
in the face of these reductions. 

v~ .... -:- ·-·-· 7. 
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The Secretary of Defense has forwarded base closure and 
realignment actions associated with the consolidation plan to the 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission. We cannot 
implement any base closure or realignment actions at these 
installations until they become final under the 1991 base closure 
and realignment process. 

Using enclosure (1) as guidance, I direct that, subject to 
the provisions of the Base Closure and Realignment Act, the 
following actions be taken to consolidate Navy RDT&E, Engineering 
and Fleet Support activities: 

Streamline the Navy Corporate Laboratory structure to a 
single field activity entitled Naval Research Laboratory 
reporting to the CNR by 1 October 1991. 

Establish the following Centers by 1 October 1991: 

o Naval Air Warfare Center reporting to the Commander, Naval 
Air Systems Command. 

o Naval surface Warfare Center reporting to the Commander, 
Naval Sea Systems Command 

o Naval Undersea Warfare Center reporting to the Commander, 
Naval Sea Systems Command 

o Naval Command, Control and Ocean Surveillance Center 
reporting to the Commander, Space and Naval Warfare 
Systems Command 

SYSCOM Commanders, CNR, and the Comptroller of the Navy take 
all administrative steps required to transfer the claimancy 
for activities comprising the Corporate Laboratory and those 
Centers listed in enclosure (1), to the appropriate parent 
command as soon as possible. 

Effective on the date claimancy transfers are complete, the 
Office of the Director of Navy Laboratories, to which the 
seven existing Research and Development (R&D) centers 
presently report, will be disestablished. 

76 
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Effective 1 October 1991, program managers tasking in-house 
Navy activities with new work or additional work as part of 
an ongoing effort will direct all such work to the cognizant 
activity assigned that leadership area as shown in enclosure 
(1). When Center and Corporate Laboratory assigned 
leadership areas present conflicts for placement of work, 
the SYSCOM Commanders and the CNR together will work to 
resolve the placement issue. Recognizing that there will be 
a period of time when some cognizant activities will not be 
capable of performing work in one or more of their specific 
leadership areas, the SYSCOM Commanders and CNR are to 
review all such work and develop a plan for the orderly 
transition of functions from their existing sites to the 
cognizant activity, as well as addressing a process for 
assigning such work in the interim. 

SYSCOM Commanders and CNR develop charters for each of the 
Centers and the Corporate Laboratory for coordination by the 
RDT&E Facilities Consolidation Working Group and concurrence 
by ASN(RD&A). 

ASN(RD&A), working with the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO), 
will select, subject to my approval, qualified Flag Officers 
to command the four Centers prior to their establishment. 

ASN (RD&A), working with the Assistant Secretary of the Navy 
(Manpower and Reserve Affairs) (ASN(M&RA)) and the 
appropriate SYSCOM commander will approve Technical 
Directors for each of the Centers. 

SYSCOM Commanders jointly develop a plan to disestablish the 
existing affected activities and execute their orderly 
transfer to the newly formed Centers. 

ASN(M&RA), working with ASN(RD&A), the SYSCOM Commanders and 
CNR, develop a comprehensive plan for personnel transfers 
and downsizing. 

The Comptroller of the Navy, working with ASN(RD&A), the 
SYSCOM Commanders and CNR; establish a financial system for 
the Centers and corporate Laboratory. 

The RDT&E Facilities Consolidation Working Group develop the 
charters for the Navy Laboratory/Center Commander's Group 
and the Navy Laboratory/ Center Oversight Council provide it 
to ASN(RD&A) for approval. 

--. ,.. - .•_; 
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The Office of the Chief of Naval Operations (OPNAV) and the 
Commander, Naval Air Systems Command coordinate with the 
U.S. Army and the Commander in Chief, Pacific Fleet 
regarding the potential transfer of flight operations at NAS 
Lakehurst and the transfer of custody of the Pacific Missile 
Range Facility, respectively. 

The RDT&E, Engineering and Fleet Support Activities 
Consolidation Plan has far reaching, significant implications. 
The overriding concern in the development of this plan was to 
preserve the Department of the Navy's core mission capability to 
perform research, development, test and evaluation, as well as 
in-service engineering support for our operating forces. The 
magnitude of change represented in the plan was required in order 
to accommodate the mandated reductions within the Navy's budget 
and to the Acquisition Workforce. Implementing this plan is a 
challenge that we must meet together. I authorize and encourage 
you to share the consolidation plan· with your personnel so that 
they may understand the full breadth of the effort. 

H. Lawrence Garrett, III 

,_. -~~ -. ·.• ~· 7't 
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RDT&E, ENGINEERING AND FLEET SUPPORT ACTIVITIES 
CONSOLIDATION PLAN 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

I. INTRODUCTION 
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A. NAVAL AIR WARFARE CENTER 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The consolidation of Research, Development, Test and 
Evaluation (RDT&E), Engineering and Fleet support activities 
initiative began in October of 1989 as a result of the Defense 
Management Report (DMR). At that time, the draft version of DMR 
Decision (DMRD) 922, entitled "Consolidation of (R&D) 
Laboratories and T&E Facilities", was released. Throughout the 
following year, under the guidance of the Director, Defense 
Research and Engineering (DDR&E), the Services worked to develop 
a plan to achieve the required consolidation. 

The Secretary of the Navy recognized the need to do 
preliminary planning for internal Navy consolidation regardless 
of the final form that DMRD 922 would take. As a result, in 
August of 1990, the Secretary formed the RDT&E Facilities 
Consolidation Working Group. He tasked the working group to 
develop the initial plans for internal Navy consolidation; In 
this tasking, the secretary directed the group to include in its 
review all activities that executed RDT&E funds. 

In October 1990, the Congress passed the Budget Enforcement 
Act of 1990. The effect of this Act was to decrease the Navy's 
Total Obligation Authority (TOA) by more than 21 percent from 
Fiscal Year 1990 to Fiscal Year 1995. The overall reduction in 
TOA was expected and was, to some degree, the driving force 
behind the consolidation of RDT&E, engineering and fleet support 
activities, as well as the consolidation of virtually all aspects 
of the Navy's infrastructure. 

After consolidation planning was well underway the Defense 
Authorization Act of 1990 was signed into law in November 1990. 
This law mandates a twenty percent reduction in the Acquisition 
Workforce over a five year period beginning in Fiscal Year 1991. 
As defined, this provision of the law applies directly to the 
civilian personnel at the Navy's RDT&E, engineering and fleet 
support activities. The effect of this legislation is to drive 
the downsizing of the RDT&E, engineering and fleet support 
activities to a level significantly below that which was 
initially envisioned. The severity of the reduction made it 
imperative that the Navy find ways to make the most efficient use 
of its limited resources. As a consequence, the consolidation 
effort, which began as an effort to streamline and become more 
efficient, became an effort to preserve the Navy's core mission 
capability in spite of the mandated personnel and funding 
reductions. 

In November 1990, the Deputy Secretary of Defense signed DMRD 
922. Under the decision each of the Services are directed to 
consolidate their RDT&E facilities internally while pursuing 
inter-service reliance in Science and Technology and Test and 
Evaluation. 

8t 
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In December of 1990, the working group presented a 
consolidation concept to the Secretary of the Navy which 
envisioned the formation of four Warfare Centers and a 
streamlined Department of the Navy (DON) Corporate Laboratory. 
Under the concept, the missions of each of the Centers and the 
Laboratory would be purified. Each center would be responsible 
for a unique set of functions or leadership areas. This 
purification of mission serves two purposes. The first is to 
eliminate unwarranted duplication of effort. The second purpose 
is to develop centers of technical excellence and a critical mass 
of capability by concentrating all of the work and talent 
associated with one technical area at one activity. The 
Secretary supported the concept and directed that the Systems 
Command (SYSCOM) Commanders and the Chief of Naval Research (CNR) 
develop detailed plans for implementing the concept. This plan, 
which the Secretary has approved, is the result of that effort. 
This plan is a phased plan which is to be completed by the end of 
Fiscal Year 1995 governed by the availability of resources to 
execute the plan. ' 
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II. CONSOLIDATED STRUCTURE 

The resulting structure of the RDT&E, engineering and fleet 
support activities consists of four full spectrum warfare 
centers, consciously aligned by mission, and a single DON 
corporate laboratory assigned broad responsibility for scientific 
research and advanced technological development including Space 
and Space systems technology. Each of the Warfare Centers are 
uniquely assigned functional leadership areas. Through this 
assignment process, unwarranted duplication of effort will be 
reduced and a critical mass of capability will be created at each 
of the centers. 

A. NAVAL AIR WARFARE CENTER (NAWC). The Naval Air Warfare 
Center is the full spectrum center for air platforms and air 
warfare combat and weapons systems. The NAWC reports directly to 
the Commander, Naval Air Systems Command. The mission, unique 
leadership areas and a list of those activities which were, 
either in total or in part, consolidated into the Center are 
shown in Figure 1. The Naval Air Warfare Center is organized 
into two major divisions; the Aircraft Division on the East Coast 
and the Weapons Division on the West Coast. 
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FIGURE 1 
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1. Aircraft Division. The Aircraft Division, centered at 
Patuxent River, MD, is primarily responsible for aircraft, 
engines, avionics and aircraft support. Specific leadership 
areas are delineated by location in Figure 2. The division will 
also have activities located at Indianapolis, IN and Lakehurst, 
NJ, and facilities at Trenton, NJ. 

2. weapons Division. The Weapons Division, centered at 
Point Mugu, CA and China Lake, CA, is primarily responsible for 
the development of aircraft weapons and weapons systems, 
simulators and targets. Specific leadership areas are delineated 
by location in Figure 2. The division will also have a facility 
at White Sands, NM. 
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B. NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE CENTER (NSWC). The Naval Surface 
Warfare Center is the full spectrum center for surface platforms 
and surface warfare combat and weapons systems. It Is also the 
focal point for all ship and submarine hull, mechanical and 
electrical programs. The NSWC reports directly to the Commander, 
Naval sea Systems Command. The mission; unique leadership areas, 
and a list of those activities which were, either in total or in 
part, consolidated into the Center are shown in Figure 3. The 
NSWC is organized into four functional divisions: the Combat and 
Weapon Systems Research and Development (R&D) Division, the 
combat and weapon Systems In-service Engineering (ISE) Division, 
the Combat and Weapon system Engineering and Industrial Base 
Division, and the Hull, Mechanical and Electrical (HM&E) R&D and 
ISE Division. 

LEADERSHIP AREAS I 
NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE CENTER 

, .. MISSION ; 

TO 8E 1HE HAVTS F1A.L SPEC1RUM RESEARCH. 
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DEfEHSIV£ S'fS'reMS ASSOCIATED WITM SURFACE WARFAAL 

. . ACTIVITIES · l 

LEADERSHIP AREAS l 

SURFACE WARfARE ANALYSIS AND MODEUHG 
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PLATFORM SYSTEMS INTEGRA. 'nON 

AMPNBIOUS WARfARE SYSTEIII 

FIGURE 3 

1. Combat an4 weapons systems R'D Division. The Combat and 
weapons System R&D Division is primarily responsible for Surface 
Combat and Weapons Systems, Mine and Amphibious Warfare and Mine 
countermeasures. Specific leadership areas are delineated by 
location in Figure 4. The Division is centered at Dahlgren, VA 
with an operating site at Panama City, FL and facilities at White 
Oak, MD. 

--- 8~ 
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2. combat and Weapon system In-service Enqineerinq Division. 
The Combat and Weapon System In-Service Enqineering (ISE) 
Division is primarily responsible for in-service engineering to 
surface ships and mines, underway replenishment and combat 
systems software. Specific leadership areas are delineated by 
location in Figure 4. The Division is centered at Port Hueneme, 
CA with an operating site at Dam Neck, VA. 

3. Combat and Weapon system Engineerinq and Industrial Base 
Division. The Combat and Weapon System Engineering and 
Industrial Base Division is primarily responsible for gun 
systems, ordnance and explosives. Specific leadership areas are 
delineated by location in Figure 4. The Division is centered at 
Crane, IN with operating sites at Louisville, KY and Indian Head, 
MD. 

4. HM&B R&D and ISB Division. The HM&E R&D and ISE Division 
is primarily responsible for ship and submarine HM&E and 
propulsion. Specific leadership areas are delineated by location 
in Figure 4. The Division is centered at Carderock, MD with an 
operating site at Philadelphia and facilities at Annapolis, MD. 
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FIGURE 4 
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C. NAVAL UNDERSEA WARFARE CENTER (NUWC). The Naval Undersea 
Warfare Center is the full spectrum center for submarine sensors 
and submarine combat and weapon systems. The NUWC reports 
directly to the Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command. The 
mission, unique leadership areas, and a list of those activities 
which were, either in total or in part, consolidated into the 
Center are shown in Figure 5. The NUWC is organized into two 
divisions, the Weapons and Combat Systems Division and the 
Weapons System ISE Division. 
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1. Combat and Weapon Systems Division. The Combat and 
Weapon Systems Division, centered at Newport, RI, is primarily 
responsible for submarine combat and weapon systems and combat 
systems ISE. Specific leadership areas are delineated by 
location in Figure 6. The Division will have an operating site 
at Norfolk,VA and facilities at New London, CT. 

2. Weapons Systems ISB Division. The Weapons Systems ISE 
Division is comprised solely of the operating site at Keyport, 
WA. Specific leadership areas are delineated by location in 
Figure 6. 
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D. NAVAL COMMAND, CONTROL AND OCEAN SURVEILLANCE CENTER 
(NCCOSC). The Naval Command, Control and Ocean Surveillance 
Center is the full spectrum center for maritime Command, Control 
and Communications and Intelligence {C3I), ocean surveillance 
technology and fleet and shore support. The NCCOSC reports 
directly to the Commander, Space and Naval Warfare Command. The 
mission, unique leadership areas, and a list of those activities 
which were, either in total or in part, consolidated into the 
center are shown in Figure 7. The NCCOSC is organized into three 
major directorates, the RDT&E Directorate, the West Coast ISE 
Directorate and the East Coast ISE Directorate. The West Coast 
ISE Directorate is collocated with the RDT&E Directorate. 
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FIGURE 7 
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1. RDT&E Directorate. The RDT&E Directorate is primarily 
responsible for the development of C3I systems, ocean 
surveillance systems and navigation support. Specific leadership 
areas are delineated by location in Figure 8. The Directorate 
will be located at San Diego, CA and will have facilities at 
Warminster, PA. 

2. West Coast ISE Directorate. The West Coast ISE 
Directorate is primarily responsible for shipboard satellite 
communications, navigation and Pacific ISE support. Specific 
leadership areas are delineated by location in Figure 8. The 
Directorate will be collocated with the RDT&E Directorate at san 
Diego and have an operating site at Pearl Harbor, HI. 

3. East Coast ISE Directorate. The East coast ISE 
Directorate is primarily responsible for shore communications, 
air traffic control and Atlantic ISE support. Specific 
leadership areas are delineated by location in Figure 8. The 
Directorate is solely located at Portsmouth, VA. 
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E. NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY. The Naval Research Laboratory 
(NRL) is the Navy's single, integrated corporate laboratory and 
is assigned broad responsibility for scientific research and 
advanced technology development. The NRL reports directly to the 
Chief of Naval Research. The mission, unique leadership areas, 
and a list of those activities which were, either in total or in 
part, consolidated into the Laboratory are shown in Figure 9. 
NRL is centered in Washington, D.C. with major operating sites at 
Stennis Space Center, MS; Monterey, CA; and Orlando, FL. 
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FIGURE 9 
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1. Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), Washington. NRL 
Washington conducts a broad program of research and advanced 
technology development with specific leadership areas as 
delineated in Figure 10. 

2. NRL, Stennis Space center, MS. NRL, Stennis Space Center 
is responsible for Navy research in Oceanography and Mapping, 
Charting and Geodesy (MC&G). It is collocated with its major 
customer, the Naval Oceanographic Office. 

3. NRL, Monterey, CA. NRL, Monterey is responsible for Navy 
research in Meteorology. It is collocated with its major 
customer, the Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center. 

4. NRL, Orlando, FL. NRL, Orlando is the Navy center of 
expertise for acoustic transducer resarch, calibration, test, 
measurement and standards. 

LEADERSHIP AREAS 

NRL 
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III. IMPLEMENTATION ACTIONS 

Implementation of this consolidation plan requires a wide 
variety of actions to occur, ranging from the disestablishment 
and establishment of commands to the development of appropriate 
financial systems. A number of these actions have been outlined 
in detail while others are still being defined. 

A. MISSION PURIFICATION. One of the primary purposes of the 
consolidation effort is to prevent unwarranted duplication of 
effort. This is achieved through purifying the missions of the 
Centers and the corporate Laboratory. Through this process, 
technical expertise and associated work will be centered at one 
location. In addition to reducing unwarranted duplication, this 
action, over time, will create centers of excellence in specific 
technical areas. A representative set of the major functional 
transfers that will take,place between the Centers to purify 
their missions is shown in Figure 11. 

FUNCTION 

Missiles & Missile Subsystems 
Navigation & Navigation Support 
Communications 
C3 Software 
Warheads 
Surface ASW 
SURFACE ASW Control 
VLA/ASROC Integration 
Surface Radar 
Small Boat/Combat Craft Design 
Torpedo & SONAR CM 
Submarine ASW CM 
Miscellaneous Submarine Systems 
Lightweight Torpedoes 
Torpedo Simulation 
Mobile Sonar Simulators 
Autonomous Underwater Systems 
Arctic Warfare 

FIGURE 11 

SURFACE 
AIR 
AIR 
SURFACE 
AIR 
UNDERSEA 
NCCOSC 
NCCOSC 
UNDERSEA 
UNDERSEA 
SURFACE 
SURFACE 
SURFACE 
NCCOSC 
NCCOSC 
NCCOSC 
NCCOSC 
NCCOSC 

AIR 
NCCOSC 
NCCOSC 
NCCOSC 
SURFACE 
SURFACE 
SURFACE 
SURFACE 
SURFACE 
SURFACE 
UNDERSEA 
UNDERSEA 
UNDERSEA 
UNDERSEA 
UNDERSEA 
UNDERSEA 
UNDERSEA 
UNDERSEA 

Beginning on 1 October 1991, a Center or one of its components 
may accept customer work only in a leadership area assigned to 
them. Program managers will still have the authority to work 
directly with the activities performing their work, but they will 
no longer have the freedom to direct their work to any Navy RDT&E 
activity willing to perform that work. The Corporate Laboratory 
will continue to maintain and execute a broad multi-disciplinary 
technical program for the Navy working directly with program 
managers and Centers as appropriate. 

9: 
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B. PERSONNEL TRANSFERS 

The purification of the missions of the Centers and the 
Corporate Laboratory will result in the transfer of some 
functions from one location to another. These functional 
transfers will, in turn, result in personnel relocations. The 
detailed plans to effect these relocations will part of the 
overall plan being developed to address personnel issues as 
identified later. 

C. MANDATED PERSONNEL REDUCTIONS 

The consolidation of functions and overhead described in this 
plan, as well as the streamlining of operations, will create 
significant billet reductions. However, the Congressionally 
mandated Acquisition Workforce billet reductions exceed those 
expected to be gained through consolidation. The starting point 
for determining the level of legislated personnel reduction for a 
particular Center is the actual on~board manning level as of 30 
September 1990 assuming the inter-Center functional transfers had 
taken place. From that figure, the 20 percent reduction is 
calculated. In developing the billet reductions, reductions in 
overhead should be the first priority and should be a large as 
possible in order to protect the Navy's technical capability. 
Nevertheless, Congress has mandated a reduction of approximately 
13,000 personnel from the activities involved in this 
consolidation, and some reduction in direct labor beyond that 
saved through the consolidation process will be required. All 
reductions must be taken across the entire grade structure. The 
remaining reductions should be tied to programmatic decreases to 
the extent feasible. 

D. SPECIFIC ACTIONS 

1. NAVAL AIR WARFARE CENTER 

The Naval Air Warfare Center will be formed in four stages. 
On or before 1 October 1991, NAWC will be established under the 
command of a Flag Officer assisted by a Senior Executive 
Technical Director who are collocated with the Naval Air Systems 
Command in Washington, D.C. This action will result in no 
increase in the overall size of the Washington, D.C. staff. At 
the same time, the Aircraft Division and Weapons Division will be 
established and the nine technical activities that are 
consolidated into the NAWC will be disestablished as separate 
reporting activities and restructured as integral components of 
the Aircraft and Weapons Divisions of the NAWC with the goal of 
minimizing overhead and infrastructure. 

a. Aircraft Division. Establish the Aircraft Division 
under the command of a Flag Officer headquartered at Patuxent 
River, MD. The Aircraft Division will utilize the facilities at 
st. Inigoes, MD received from NCCOSC. The components formed from 
the activities listed below are subordinate to the Commander, 
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Aircraft Division until their mergers with the division. In 
addition the following actions are required to complete the 
consolidation. 

Naval Air Development Center (NADC) 
- Commence inter-center functional transfers 
- Commence transfer of technical functions 
- Functional realignment complete 
- Complete transfer of NAWC functions 1 

OCT 91 
OCT 91 
OCT 93 
OCT 95 

NCCOSC maintains and operates facilities at Warminster 

Naval Air Propulsion Center (NAPC) 
- Commence transfer of large, high altitude 

engine testing to Air Force 
Functional realignment complete 
Commence transfer of Engineering personnel 
to Aircraft Division, Pax River 

Maintain and operate unique engine test cells 

Naval Air Engineering Center (NAEC) 
- FUnctional realignment complete 
- Establish Naval Air Engineering station which 

reports to Commander, Aircraft Division 
- Maintain as an operating site 

Naval Avionics Center (NAC) 

94 

- Commence inter-center functional transfers 
- Functional realignment complete 

- Establish Naval Avionics Facility, Indianapolis 
reporting to Commander, Aircraft Division 

- Maintain as an operating site 

Naval Air Test Center (NATC) 
- Disestablish as a separate technical command 

merge with Aircraft Division 
- Become central site of Aircraft Division 
- NAS Pax River reports to Commander, Aircraft 

Division 
- Maintain as an operating site 

OCT 91 

OCT 93 
OCT 94 

JAN 94 

OCT 93 
OCT 93 

OCT 91 
OCT 

OCT 94 

OCT 91 

OCT 91 
OCT 91 

b. Weapons Division. Establish the Weapons Division 
under the command of a Flag Officer. In addition the following 
actions are required to complete the consolidation. 

Naval Weapons Center (NWC) 
- Disestablish as a separate technical command 

merge with Weapons Division, retain base 
support functions 

- Commence inter-center functional transfers 
- FUnctional realignment complete 
- Establish Naval Air Weapons Station, China Lake 

reporting to Commander, Weapons Division 
- Retain as an operating site 

OCT 91 

OCT 91 
OCT 92 
OCT 92 

( 
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Pacific Missile Test Center (PMTC) 
- Disestablish as a separate technical command 

merge with Weapons Division 
- c.o. NAS Pt. Mugu reports to Commander, 

Weapons Division 
- c.o. Pacific Missile Range Facility reports to 

Commander, Weapons Division 
- Retain as an operating site 

Naval Ordnance Missile Test Station (NOMTS) 
- Commence downsizing and operate as a facility 

reporting to Commander, Weapons Division 

Naval Weapons Evaluation Facility (NWEF) 
- Commence transfer functions Weapons Division 
- Close NWEF 

2. NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE CENTER 

OCT 91 

OCT 91 

OCT 91 

OCT 91 

OCT 91 
OCT 93 

The Naval Surface Warfare Center will be established on or 
before 1 October 1991 under the command of a Flag Officer 
assisted by a Senior Executive Technical Director who are 
collocated with the Naval Sea Systems Command in Washington, D.C. 
This action will result in no increase to the overall size of the 
Washington, D.C. staff. At the same time, the thirteen technical 
activities that are consolidated into NSWC will be disestablished 
as separate reporting activities and restructured as integral 
components of NSWC with the goal of minimizing overhead and 
infrastructure. The components of NSWC will be organized into 
divisions of like functions (RDT&E, ISE and production 
engineering/industrial base). 

a. Combat and Weapon system R&D Division. The Combat and 
Weapon System R&D Division is centered at Dahlgren, VA. The 
following actions are required to complete the consolidation. 

Naval Coastal Systems Center (NCSC) 
- Organizationally align with Dahlgren 
- Commence transfer of functions 
- Maintain as an operating site 

Naval Surface Warfare Center Detachment White Oak 
- Initiate downsizing 
- Commence transfer of functions 
- Operate as a facility 
- Continue to downsize as feasible 

Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC) 
- Become center for Combat & Weapon System 

RDT&E Division 

OCT 91 
OCT 91 

(NSWC) 
OCT 91 
OCT 91 
OCT 95 
ONGOING 

OCT 91 
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b. Combat and Weapon systems IBE Division. 
and Weapon System ISE Division is centered at Port 
The following actions are required to complete the 

The Combat 
Hueneme, CA. 
consolidation. 

Integrated Combat Systems Test Facility {ICSTF) 
- Organizationally align with Port Hueneme 
- Commence transfer of functions 
- Close ICSTF 

Naval Mine Warfare Engineering Activity {NMWEA) 
- Commence transfer of functions 
- Transfer remaining functions to Dam Neck 
- Close NMWEA 

OCT 91 
OCT 91 
OCT 95 

OCT 91 
MAR 93 
MAR 94 

Fleet combat Direction Systems support Activity 
_-Organizationally align with Port Hueneme 

(FCOSSA) 
OCT 91 
OCT 91 - Become East Coast ISE site 

Naval Ship Weapon systems Engineering Station {NSWSES) 
- Become center for Combat & Weapons Systems OCT 91 

ISE Division 

c. Combat and Weapon System Engineering and Industrial 
Base Division. The Combat and Weapon System Engineering and 
Industrial Base Division efforts are performed at Crane, IN, 
Louisville, KY and Indian Head, MO. Minor functional transfers 
will be effected between the activities within the NSWC. The 
site at Crane as well as the sites at Louisville, KY and Indian 
Head, MD all remain as operating sites. 

d. HM&E R&D and ISE Division. The HM&E R&D and ISE 
Division is organizationally centered at Carderock, MO. The 
following actions are required to complete the consolidation. 

David Taylor Research center (DTRC) Detachment 
- Initiate downsizing 
- Commence transfer of functions 
- Operate as a facility 
- Continue to downsize as feasible 

Annapolis 
OCT 91 
OCT 91 
OCT 94 
ONGOING 

Naval Ship systems Engineering Station (NAVSSES) 
- Remains as operating site OCT 91 

David Taylor Research Center (DTRC) 
- Become center of Division OCT 91 

3. NAVAL UNDERSEA WARFARE CENTER 

The Naval Undersea Warfare Center will be established on or 
before 1 October 1991 under the command of a Flag Officer 
assisted by a Senior Executive Technical Director who are 
collocated with the Naval Sea Systems Command in Washington, D.C. 
This action will result in no increase to the overall size of the 
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Washington, D.C. staff. At the same time, the five technical 
activities that are consolidated into NUWC will be disestablished 
as separate reporting activities and restructured as integral 
components of NUWC with the goal of minimizing overhead and 
infrastructure. The components of NUWC will be organized into 
two divisions. 

a. combat and Weapon systems Division. Combat and 
Weapon Systems Division efforts are centered at Newport, RI. The 
following actions are required to complete the consolidation. 

Trident Command & Control Systems Maintenance Activity 
(TRICCSMA) 

- Transfer functions to Newport OCT 91 
- Merge with NUWC Newport OCT 91 

Naval Underwater Systems Center (NUSC) Det New 
- Commence transfer of functions to Newport 
- Operate as a facility 
- Continue to downsize as feasible 

London 

Naval sea Combat Systems Engineering Station (NSCSES) 
- Organizationally align with NUWC Newport 
- Commence transfer of functions 
- Downsize to match decreasing workload 
- Remain as an operating site 

Naval Underwater Systems Center (NUSC) 
- Become center for Combat and Weapon Systems 

Division 

OCT 91 
JAN 94 
ONGOING 

OCT 91 
OCT 91 
OCT 91 

OCT 91 

b. Weapon Systems ISB Division. The Weapon System ISE 
Division and Industrial Base efforts are centered at Keyport, WA. 

Naval Undersea Warfare Engineering station (NUWES) 
- Become center for Weapons Systems ISE 

Division 
OCT 91 

4. NAVAL COMMAND, CONTROL.AND OCEAN SURVEILLANCE CENTER 

The Naval Command, Control and Ocean surveillance Center will 
be established on or before 1 October 1991 under the command of a 
Flag Officer assisted by a Senior Executive Technical Director 
who are located at Pt. Loma, San Diego, CA. At the same time, 
the eleven technical activities that are consolidated into the 
NCCOSC will be disestablished as separate reporting activities 
and restructured as integral components of NCCOSC with the goal 
of minimizing overhead and infrastructure. NCCOSC is organized 
into three major directorates. 

9 
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a, RDT&B Directorate. The RDT&E Directorate, centered at 
Pt. Lema, San Diego, CA, is collocated with NCCOSC and has 
facilities at Warminster, PA. The following actions are required 
to complete the consolidation. 

Fleet Combat Direction Systems support Activity 
- Commence transfer of functions 

(FCDSSA) 

- Merge FCDSSA with NCCOSC San Diego 

Naval Space Systems Activity (NSSA) 
- Commence transfer of functions 
- Close NSSA 

Naval ocean Systems Center (NOSC) Detachment Hawaii 
- commence Transfer of functions 
- Close NOSC Det HI 

Naval Ocean Systems Center (NOSC). 

OCT 91 
JAN 92 

OCT 91 
APR 92 

JAN 92 
OCT 93 

- commence transfer of functions to other centers OCT 91 
- Become the core of the RDT&E Directorate 
- Become the core of the West Coast ISE Directorate 

Navigation Facilities, Warminster, PA 
- Accept custody from NAWC OCT 92 

b, West Coast ISB Directorate. The West Coast ISE 
Directorate, centered at Pt. Lema, San Diego, CA, is collocated 
with the RDT&E Directorate and NCCOSC, and has an operating site 
at Pear1 Harbor, HI. The following actions are required to 
complete consolidation. 

Naval Electronic Systems Engineering Center (NESEC), 
- Commence transfer of functions 
- Transfer remaining functions 
- Close NESEC, San Diego 

Naval Electronic Systems Engineering Center (NESEC), 
- Commence transfer of functions 
- Transfer remaining functions 
- Close NESEC, Vallejo 

San Diego 
OCT 91 
OCT 92 
OCT 94 

Vallejo 
OCT 91 
OCT 92 
MAR 95 

Naval Electronics Engineering Activity, Pacific (NEEACT PAC) 
- Retain as operating site 

c. East coast ISB Directorate. The East 
Directorate is solely located at Portsmouth, VA. 
actions are required to complete consolidation. 

Coast ISE 
The following 

Naval Electronic Systems Engineering Center (NESEC), 
- Commence transfer of functions 

Charleston 
OCT 91 
OCT 92 
OCT 94 

- Transfer remaining functions 
- Close NESEC, Charleston 

s 
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Naval Electronic Systems Engineering Activity 
- commence transfer of functions 
- Transfer remaining functions 
- Close NESEA 1 transfer custody to NAWC 

Naval Electronic Systems Security Engineering 
- Commence transfer of functions 
- Transfer remaining functions 
- Close NESSEC 

(NESEA) 
OCT 91 
OCT 92 
JAN 95 

Center (NESSEC) 
OCT 91 
OCT 92 
JAN 94 

Naval Electronic Systems Engineering Center (NESEC), Portsmouth 
- Become center for East Coast ISE Directorate 

5. NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY 

The Naval Oceanographic and Atmospheric Research Laboratory 
(NOARL) will be disestablished and consolidated into the Naval 
Research Laboratory on or before 1 October 1991. The NRL will 
continue to be commanded by a Captain assisted by a Senior 
Executive Director of Research, both of whom are located at the 
Laboratory's main site in Washington, D.C. With this merger, the 
four existing directorates at NOARL and the five directorates at 
NRL will be integrated into five restructured corporate 
directorates. The plan achieves overhead reductions associated 
with the former NOARL, and includes some deliberate functional 
moves among the operating sites to facilitate the establishment 
of technical centers of excellence. Nevertheless, the net 
employment change at any one location resulting from this 
consolidation will be small. 

D. OVERSIGHT STRUCTURE. 

There are two levels of oversight of the DON's RDT&E 
facilities. They are the Navy Laboratory/Center Oversight 
council and the Navy Laboratory/Center Commanders Group. 

1. NAVY LABORATORY/CENTER OVERSIGHT COUNCIL (NLCOC). A 
Navy Laboratory/Center oversight Council will be established to 
provide the corporate, Department of the Navy oversight of the 
entire RDT&E facility structure. The membership is as follows: 

CORE MEMBERS 

ASN(RD&A) 
VCNO 
ACMC 

MEMBERS l\T LARGB 

COMNAVSEA, COMNAVAIR, COMSPAWAR, CNR 
ASN(FM), ASN(M&RA), ASN(I&E) 
OGC 
CG,MCRDAC 
OP-091 

1 DO 
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The NLCOC will be chartered to: 

- Preclude mission and investment duplication within the 
Center/Corporate Laboratory structure. 

Establish a single, strategic corporate vision for the 
Centers and Corporate Laboratory. 

- Resolve issues among the Centers/Corporate Laboratory. 

2. NAVY LABORATORY/CENTER COMMANDERS. GROUP (NLCCG) 

The Navy Laboratory/Center Commanders Group will be 
established and formally chartered to review and coordinate the 
functioning of the Centers/Corporate Laboratory. The chair and 
support staff to the group will rotate annually among the 
members. The membership is as follows: 

MEMBERS 

Commanders and Technical Directors of 
Naval Air Warfare Center 
Naval Undersea Warfare Center · 
Naval Surface Warfare Center 
Naval Command, Control and Ocean Surveillance Center 

Commanding Officer and Director of Research of 
Naval Research Laboratory 

The NLCCG will be chartered to: 

- Identify and prevent unwarranted duplication across 
laboratory/center boundaries 

- Integrate MILCON and Capital Investment Plans 

- Review annual business plans for all Centers/Lab 

- Serve as a forum to air and resolve issues 

- Ensure technical quality and preserve balance 

- Facilitate Interservice Reliance and Laboratory 
Demonstration Program participation 

E. PENDING ISSUES. 

There are a number of issues that are still under study and 
development by the RDT&E Facilities Consolidation Working Group. 
These issues deal primarily with the fine details of implementing 
the consolidation plan. More information will be provided as it 
becomes available. 

1 0 1 
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1. FINANCIAL SYSTEM. The RDT&E and ISE facilities are 
currently managed under a variety of financial systems. A 
special working group under the Comptroller of the Navy is 
devising a financial system or systems for the Centers and 
Corporate Laboratory that will meet their needs while providing 
an appropriate level of compatibility. 

2. PERSONNEL ACTIONS. The consolidation will require a 
number of personnel relocations and the Congressionally mandated 
personnel reductions may result in Reduction-in-Force (RIF) 
actions at some locations. A special working group under ASN 
(Manpower and Reserve Affairs) is developing guidelines and plans 
for managing these relocations and reductions. This working 
group is also addressing a number of other personnel issues, 
including the impact of the current Department of Defense hiring 
freeze and the Ethics Bill. 

3. PROCUREMENT ISSUES. The consolidation combines a number 
of commands under centralized management. As a result, the 
designation of the Head of Contracting Authority (HCA), the 
identification of procurement channels, and supporting 
procurement infrastructure must be clarified. A special working 
group under ASN(RD&A) Acquisition Policy, Integrity and 
Accountability (API&A) is identifying and reviewing alternative 
solutions for these issues. 
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DON INTERNAL CONSOLIDATION 

CONCEPT 
o FORMATION OF FOUR MAJOR WARFARE CENTERS REPORTING TO 

THE SYSCOM COMMANDERS 

- NAVAL AIR WARFARE CENTER 

- NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE CENTER 

- NAVAL UNDERSEA WARFARE CENTER 

- NAVAL COMMAND,CONTROL & OCEAN SURVEILLANCE CENTER 

o STREAMLINING NAVY'S CORPORATE LABORATORY STRUCTURE 
REPORTING TO CNR 

SCOPE 
36 ACTIVITIES 

$9.2 B BUSINESS BASE 

36% RDT&E (4% S&T) 

33% PROCUREMENT 

31% SUPPORT & OTHER 

APPROX. 65,000 PEOPLE 

CONSOUDATION IS THE MEANS TO PRESERVE CORE MISSION 

CAPABIUTY UNDER MANDATED FUNDING AND PERSONNEL REDUCTIONS 
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lO.C. Information on the incentive program being formlated 
toencourage scientists and engineers to relocate. 

The Navy is currently developing plans to carefully manage 
the personnel actions associated with the consolidation. On 
a Navy-wide level, we are assuring that all of the benefits 
individuals are entitled to are properly offered and funded. 
The costs of these incentives are reflected in the COBRA 
model because they are, in fact, entitlements. These costs 
will be budgeted as part of the Base Closure process. The 
incentives are: 

- House Hunting trip 
- Travel to new duty station 
- Household goods shipment 
- Household good temporary storage 
- Temporary quarters subsistence allowance 
- Real Estate expenses (both selling and buying) 
- Relocation income tax allowance 
- Estimated average cost is $34,000 per person 

(This cost estimate is site independent and was 
developed separately from the COBRA model) 

Specific, monetary incentives are available on a case by 
case basis and thus are being planned, controlled and funded 
at the activity level. Because the bulk of the personnel 
transfers are several years in the future, accurate 
estimates of how much additional monetary incentive, if any, 
will be needed to persuade our personnel to move are not 
available. Additional incentives which can be offered •re: 

- Relocation Bonus of up to 25% of a year's basic pay 
* Cost averages about $10,000 per person 
* Is targeted to individuals 

- Relocation services contract 
* Guaranteed home purchase 
* Property management 
* Mortgage finding assistance 
* Spouse counselling and job search 
* Cost averages $28,000 per person 

There is a final incentive that can be provided if deemed 
appropriate by the Secretary of Defense. 

DoD Homeowners Assistance Program (HAP) 
* Must be approved by Secretary of Defense 
* For areas where the real estate market has 

collapsed 
* Funding is provided to DoD from a special fund 

in the Treasury Department 
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BACKGROUND 

OCT 89: DRAFT DMRD 922 TO INCREASE EFFICIENCY AND DECREASE 
COST THROUGH RDT&E CONSOLIDATION. 

AUG 90:SECNAV REQUESTED PLAN FOR INTERNAL NAVY CONSOLIDATION 
- CONSIDER ALL ACTIVITIES EXPENDING RDT&E FUNDS 

OCT 90: BUDGET ENFORCEMENT ACT DECREASE NAVY TOA 
21.5% FROM FY 1990 TO FY 1995 

' ..;:JI6f2T 4C~-- !?:<t- (k,r/, ~ 
NOV 90: DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT '\.. 7 

- MANDATED 20% REDUCTION IN ACQUISITION WORKFORCE~ 
- ESTABUSHED THE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 
- ESTABUSHED ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CONSOLIDATION AND 
CONVERSION OF DEFENSE RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES 

NOV 90: DMRD 922 SIGNED 
- INTER-DEPARTMENT RELIANCE IN TECHNOLOGY 
- INTER-DEPARTMENT CONSOLIDATIONS/TRANSFERS 
- INTER-DEPARTMENT COMPETITION FOR S&T TASK EXECUTION 
- IMPLEMENTATION OF RDT&E FACILITY CONSOLIDATION ACTIONS 

DEC 90: SECNAV APPROVED INTERNAL CONSOLIDATION CONCEPT FOR 
PLANNING 

- SYSCOM COMMANDERS & CHIEF OF NAVAL. RESEARCH TO FORM PLANS 
- ACTIONS SUBJECT OF BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT 
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NAVY LAB CONSOLIDATION 
WORKING GROUP MEMBERSHIP 

CHAIR PRINCIPAL DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY (RD&A) 

MEMBERS PRINCIPAL DEPUTY ASSI~TANT SECRETARY (I&E) 
DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY, CIV PERS POLICY 
ASSOCIATE DIR, BUDGETS & REPORTS, COMPTROLLER 
DIR, GEN'L PLANNING & PRGM, OPNAV 
DEP'TY DIR, RDT&E RQMTS, OPNAV 
VICE COMMANDER, NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS CMD 
VICE COMMANDER, NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS CMD 
DIRECTOR OF NAVY LABS 
CHIEF OF NAVAL RESEARCH 

REPRESENTATIVES OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS 
CHIEF OF NAVAL INFORMATION 
DON MGMT REVIEW INFORMATION OFFICE 
MARINE CORPS RD&A COMMAND 
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LABORATORY CONSOLIDATION 

SCOPE 

- 76 ACTIVITIES ORIGINALLY CONSIDERED 
- ALL ACTIVITIES EXECUTING RDT&E{N) WORK 

- 26 ACTIVITIES REMOVED FROM CONSIDERATION 
- PRINCIPALLY EDUCATION, TRAINING AND DEPOT 

CENTERS 

- 14 ACTIVITIES CANDIDATES FOR INTER-SERVICE 
CONSOLIDATION 

- 36 ACTIVITIES CANDIDATES FOR NAVY CONSOLIDATION 

4 
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ACTIVITIES DELETED FROM THIS 

CONSOLIDATION 

TRAINING ACTIVITIES 
FLEET WEAPONS TRAINING FACILITY 
NAVAL POST GRADUATE SCHOOL 
NAVAL WAR COLLEGE 
NAVAL ACADEMY 

AVIATION DEPOTS 
CHERRY POINT 
JACKSONVILLE 
NORFOLK 
NORTH ISLAND 
PENSACOLA 

OTHER 
EXPERIMENTAL DIVING UNIT 
MANAGEMENT SYST~MS SUPPORT OFFICE 

SHIPYARDS 
LONG BEACH, NORFOLK 
PORTSMOUTH, MARE ISLAND 
PUGET SOUND, PHILADELPHIA 

SUP SHIPS 
NEWPORT NEWS, BATH 
GROTON, CHARLESTON 
PASCAGOULA, SEATTLE 

WEAPONS STATIONS 
CONCORD 
YORKTOWN 
EARLE 

5 
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CANDIDATES FOR 
INTER-SERVICE CONSOLIDATION 

PERSONNEL/TRAINING 
TRAINING SYSTEMS COMMAND 

PERSONNEL R&D CENTER 

OTHER 
CLOTHING AND TEXTILE 

RESEARCH FACILITY 

CIVIL ENGINEERING LAB 

EOD TECH CENTER 

MEDICAL 
AEROSPACE MED RESEARCH LAB 

. BIODYNAMICS LAB 
DENTAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
HEALTH RESEARCH CENTER 
MEDICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
SUBMARINE MED RESEARCH LAB 
MEDICAL RESEARCH UNITS 

MANILA 
CAIRO 
JAKARTA 

0 

6 

-------------------



FINAL SCOPE 

36 ACTIVITIES 

$9.28 BUSINESS BASE APPROX. 65,000 PEOPLE 

36% RDT&E (4% SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY) 
33% PROCUREMENT 
31% SUPPORT & OTHER 

e e e e e e e e e e e,e e e e e e e e 



CONSOLIDATION PROCESS 

GATHER DETAILED DATA ON EACH ACTIVITY 

AGGREGATE ACTIVITIES WITH LIKE FUNCTIONS 

- INDEPENDENT OF EXISTING ORGANIZATIONAL 
ALIGNMENT 

- POSITION FOR CHANGING BUSINESS BASE 

CONSOLIDATE & REDUCE 

ASSIGN UNIQUELY TECHNICAL LEADERSHIP AREAS 

CALCULATE COST & ROI 

REPEAT 

-------------------



DOD BASE CLOSURE & REALIGNMENT CRITERIA 

MILITARY VALUE 

Current/Future mission requirements, impact on total 
force operational readiness 

- Availability /Condition of land, facilities, and 
airspace at existing/paten tial receiving sites 

' 

Contingency /mobilization/future total force 
requirements at existing/potential receiving sites 

Cost and manpower implications 

RETURN ON INVESTMENT 

- Extent/Timing of potential costs/savings 

IMPACTS 

Community impact 

- Community infrastructure 
I 

- Environmental impact 

I" ) 

-------------------



DON CONSOLIDATION 
CONCEPT 

FOUR MAJOR WARFARE CENTERS 

- NAVAL AIR WARFARE CENTER 
- NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE CENTER 
- NAVAL UNDERSEA WARFARE CENTER 
- NAVAL COMMAND, CONTROL AND OCEAN 

SURVEILLANCE CENTER 

STREAMLINED CORPORATE LABORATORY 

-------------------



FULL SPECTRUM CEN1ERS 

CUSTOMER-ORIENTED ORGANIZATION 

CRITICAL MASS OF TECHNICAL TALENT IN KEY NAVY INTEREST AREAS 

SEAMLESS TRANSITION OF PRODUCTS 
FROM DEVELOPMENT THRU PRODUCTION INTO IN-SERVICE SUPPORT 

UNIQUELYjASSIGNED TECHNICAL LEADERSHIP AREAS 

. MOST EFFICIENT UTILIZATION OF FACILITY INVESTMENTS 

MINIMAL OVERHEAD THRU INTEGRATED COMMAND STRUCTURE 

.. 
SENIOR MILITARY (FLAG) AND. CMLIAN (SES) LEADERSHIP 

-------------------



LEADE~EAS --
NAVAL UNDERSEA WARFARE CENTER 

TO BEntE NAVY'S FULL SPECTRUM RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, 
TEST AND EVALUATION, ENGINEERING AND FLEET SUPPORT 
CENTER FOR SUBMARINES, AUTONOMOUS UNDERWATER 
SYSTEMS, SUBMARINE OFFENSIVE AND DEFENSIVE WEAPON 
SYSTEMS ASSOCIATED WITH SUBMARINE WARFARE. 

, c. : . - . ACTIVITIES · · i 

··."<. 

TRIDENT COMMAND & CONTROLSYSIEMS MAINT. ACTIVITY 
·NEWPORT 

SURFACE SHIP AND SUBMARINE SONAR SYSTEMS 

. SUBMARINE UNIQUE ON-BOARD COMMUNICA110N 
SYSTEMS AND COMMUNICA110N NODES 

.·.'. 

TORPEDOES AND TORPEDO COUNTERMEASURES 

e e e e e e e e e e e ,e e e e e e e e 



NAVAL UNDERSEA 
WARFARE CENTER (NUWC) 

ALIGNMENT: 

Forms Center composed of two Divisions: 
Combat and Weapons Systems (Newport/Norfolk) 
Weapons Systems ISE (Keyport) 

IMPACT: 

Close: None 

Significantly Changed: 
NUSC, New London NSCSES, Norfolk 
TRICCSMA, Newport NUWES, Keyport 

' +NUSC, Newport 

-------------------



LEADERSHIP AREAS I 
(FUNCTIONAL) 

COMMANDER 
NAVAL UNDERSEA WARFARE CENTER 

l 
COMBAT & WEAPON 

SYSTEMS .. 

NEWPORT 

o UNDERSEA WARFARE 
I. WEAPONS SYSTEMS 

o SUBMARINE & SURFACE 
SI«PSDNAR 

o SUBMARINE OPliC1I & 
ELECTRO-MAGNETICS 

o SUBMARWIE UNIQUE 
COMMUNICATIONS 

1 l NORFOLK j 
o COMBAT SYSTEM 

ISE 

I 
WEAPON SYSTEMS 

ISE 

KEYPORT 

o ISEIDEPOTFOR 
EXPENDABLES 
(WEAPOHSITAR0£TSICM) 

o E/18 FOR EXPENDABLES 
AHD HO!f.EXPEIIDABU! 
EOUIPMENTS 

o PACIFIC RANGES 
MANAOEIENT 

-------------------



LEADEn~P AREAS 
NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE CENTER 

TO BE THE NAVY'S FULL SPECTRUM RESEARCH, 
DEVELOPMENT, TEST AND EVALUATION, ENGINEERING, AND 
FLEET SUPPORT CENTER FOR SHIP HULL, MECHANICAL AND 
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS, SURFACE SHIP COMBAT SYSTEMS, 
COASTAL WARFARE SYSTEMS, AND OTHER OFFENSIVE AND 
DEFENSIVE SYSTEMS ASSOCIATED WITH SURFACE WARFARE. 

:. ·:, . -·· · · ACTIVITIES - . . : > · , . . ~ . . ' . ~ 

••••••••••••••••••• 



NAVAL SURF ACE WARFARE 
CENTER (NSWC) 

ALIGNMENT: 
Forms Center composed of four Divisions: 
Combat & Weapons Systems R&D (Dahlgren/Panama City), 
ISE (Port Hueneme/Dam Neck), Engineering &Industrial 
Base (Crane/Louisville/Indian Head), Hull, Mechanical & 
Electrical (HM&E) R&D and ISE (Carderock/Philadelphia) 

IMPACT: 
Close: ICSTF, San Diego NMWEA, Yorktown 
Significantly Changed: 

NSWC, White Oak DTRC, Annapolis 
NOS, Indian Head NOS, Louisville 
NCSC, Panama City NWSC, Crane 
NA VSESS~ Philadelphia ·· +FCDSSA, Dam Neck 

+NSWC, Dahlgren +DTRC, Carderock 

-------------------



l 
COMBAT & WEAPON 

SYSTEMS R&D 

DAHLGREN 

o SURf ACE 5I.- nECTROMC 
WARFARE 

o SURFACE WARFARE <XIIEAT 
NfO WEAPONS SYSTDIS 

' o UIW-S 

o DIIECTEO ElEROY 

oNUCt.EARWEAPOHS 
EFFECTS 

o SURFACE - MSSII.E 
IHTEOAATIOII 

o SURFACE WARFARE ANALYSIS 
IIOOEUHCI 

!PANAMA CITY I . 
o AWHIIIIOUI WARFARE 

o DMHO NfO SALVAGE . 

o - COUHTERIEASUIIES 

o Sl'£aAL WARFARE 

LEADERSHIP AHt:.A~ I 
(FUNCTIONAL) 

COMMANDER 
NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE CENTER 

- I 
COMBAT & WEAPON 

SYSTEMSISE 

PORT HUENEME 

.. 
o SURFACE WARFARE <XIIEAT 

& WEAPON SYSTEMS ISE 

o UNDERWAY 
REPLENISIWEHT 

I DAMNECKJ 

o <XIIEAT SYQTEIIS 
SOFTW~ 

o MINE ISE 

I 
COMBAT & WEAPON 

SYSTEM ENG& 
INDUSTRIAL BASE 

CRANE 

o EI.ECTROMC DEVICES 

o PYROTECHNICS 

o SURFACE Sill' 
ELECT-.c 
WARFARE IS! 

I LOUISVILLE I 
o IIECHANCAL 

DEVICES 

o GUN SYSTEMS 

I INDIAN HEAD I 
o ORDNANCE DEYIC£8 

o SPEaAI. WEAPONS 
SUPPORT 

I 
HM&ER&D 

ANDISE 

CARDEROCK 

oSHP-SUIIS-E 

0 PIIOI'IILSIOH 

o ..... ,sua 
MATERIALS 

I PHILADELPHIA J 

o ISEFORS-
SUII-E 

o LOW RATE I PROTOTYPE 
ENERGETIC MATERIALS 

o EXPLOSIVES 

.. --

N 

e e e. e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e 
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LEADERS AREAS 
NAVAL AIR WARFARE CENTER 

-~· .. -·-
I 

TO BE THE NAVY'S FULL SPECTRUM RESEARCH, 
DEVELOPMENT, TEST & EVALUATION, ENGINEERING, AND 
FLEET SUPPORT CENTER FOR AIR PLATFORMS, AUTONOMOUS 
AIR VEHICLES, MISSILES AND MISSILE SUBSYSTEMS, WEAPONS 
SYSTEMS ASSOCIATED WITH AIR WARFARE, AND FOR SENSOR 
SYSTEMS USED TO CONDUCT ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE 
FROM AIR PLATFORMS. 

-. . NAVAL AIR · 
. WARFARE CENTER . . 

.. ·.· NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER ,'CHINA LAKE p .. :.: ·. . . --.. -:. ....... . - ,._; . . ·._,-_.:,·- . ( 

NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER 

•· • WARMINS~~- • ·.·.· .. •. • · .. , • l .. ·· .. ·. ' 
.. NAVALAIRTESTCENTER~ PATUXENTRJVERi\':: 

NAVAL AIR PROPULSION CENTER • TRENTON 

. NAVAL ORDNANCE MISSILE TEST sTATION 
· • WHITE SANPS(\ • : • • . 

NAVAL WEAPONS EVALUATION FACILITY 
• ALBUQUERQUE 

NAVAL AVIONICS CENTER • INDIANAPOLIS 

_., ... ·,..r· , .... 

· ·. · . LEADERSHIP AREAS 

\t'AIR WARFARE ANALYSIS AND, MODELING 
· .. -:<-:: , . . . .. . :: .. c=:: ·• ., ._-.- . ,. . --

AIR VEHICLES, MANNED & UNMANNED, AND AIR 
VEHICLE PROPULSION SYSTEMS 

. AiRCRAFT CREW EQUIPMENt''I.LIFE SUPPORT . . - ... __ , ,;: - .. ,_-: ·. . -'. 

AIRBORNE SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS 

• .. TAC"nCAL AIRCRAFT COMBAT AND COMBAT 
. . ,···• ',CONTROL SY~rn:MS \,'\ • . 

AIR ASW SYSTEMS AND SENSORS 

• '·.· MISSILES AND MISSILE SUBSYSTEMS . 

FREE·FALL AND UNGUIDED WEAPONS 

• . AIRCRAFT ELECTRONIC WARFARE· • 

AIRCRAFT AND MISSILE SURVIVABILITY AND 
VULNERABILITY 

·•· ·. AIRCRAFT AND MISSILE ACnvE 'AND PASSIVE 
SIGNATURES. '. • . . . . 

AERODYNAMIC DECELERATION (PARACHUTE 
SYSTEMS) AND COMPONENTS 

'. AIRCRAFT_ANO WEAPONS RANG~$ .. ·.· ... 

MRTFB MANAGEMENT 

.... AVIATION GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT •. 

AIRCRAFT LAUNCH AND RECOVERY SYSTEM 

AIR PLATFORM SYSTEMS INTEGRATION 

TARGETS AND SIMULATORS FOR AIR LAUNCHED 
SYSTEMS 

1 
\ 

1 

I 
1 
l 
1 
I 

' l 
1 

.. , .. :-;,.~:. ·. :. ·. . • . ; J 

N 
N 
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ALIGNMENT: 

NAVAL AIR WARFARE 
CENTER (NA WC) 

Forms Center comprised of Weapons (West Coast) and 
Aircraft (East Coast) Divisions at China Lake/Point Mugu 
and Patuxent River 

IMPACT: 

Close: NADC, Warminster (Nav facilities to NCCOSC) 
NAPC, Trenton (Except unique engine test cells) 

I 

, NWEF, Albequerque 

Significantly Changed:. 
NAEC, L~kehurst . NAC, Indianapolis 

NOMTS, White Sands 

~---

e e e e e e e e e e e ,e e e e e e e e 



LEADERSHIP AREAS 

COMMANDER NAVAL AIR WARFARE CENTER 
I 

AIRCRAFT DIVISION WEAPONS DIVISION 

I 
NORTHEAST 
FACILITIES 

AIRCRAFT LAUNCH AND 
RECOVERY SYSTEM 

A VIA liON SUPPORT 
EOUIPMENT 

PROPULSION SYSTEMS 
TEST 

• 

.. 

I 

I 

INDIANAPOLIS 

ELECTRONICS 
MANUFACTURING 
PRODUCTION SUPPORT 

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 
TRANSITION TO 
PRODUCTION ,,, 

PILOT I EMERGENCY 
PRODUCTION 

• 

I 

PATUXENT RIVER. 

AIRCRAFT TESTING 

AIRCRAFTT&E RANGES 

AIRCRAFT MODELING AND 
ANALYSIS 

AIR VEHICLES, MANNED AND 
UNMANNED 

AIRCREW EQUIPMENT AND 
LIFE SUPPORT 

AIRBORNE SURVEILLANCE 
SYSTEMS 

AIR ASW SYSTFMS AND 
SENSORS 

AIRCRAFT ELECTRONIC 
WARFARET&E 

AIR PLATFORM SYSTEMS 
INTEGRATION 

AIRCRAFT ACTIVE AND 
PASSIVE SIGNATURES 

AIR VEHICLE PROPULSION 

"BASE COMMANDER SUBORDINATE TO THE TECHNICAL DIVISIONS 
NOTE: MRTFB MANAGEMENT AT HEADQUARTERS 

I .1_ 

CHINA LAKE • POINT MUGU • 

MISSILE I MISSILE AIRBORNE WEAPONS nE 
SUBSYSTEMS R&D AND AIR I SEA RANGE 
ISE AIRCRAFT ARMAMENT 

FREEFALLI UNGUIDED SYSTEMS I EQUIPMENT 
WEAPONS R&D AND ISE 

TARGETS AND 
WEAPONS MODELING AND SIMULATORS FOR AIR 

ANALYSIS LAUNCHED SYSTEMS 
WEAPON SYSTEM AE~LTARGETITHREAT 

INTEGRATION SIMULATOR 
AIRCRAFT I MISSILE DEVELOPMENT 

SURVIVABILITY I 
VULNERABILITY TESTlNG 

PARACHUTE SYSTEMS I 
COMPONENTS 

AIRILAND, RCS, EW RANGES 

AIRCRAFT ELECTRONIC 
WARFARE R&D AND ISE 

MISSILE SIGNATURE AcnYE 
AND PASSIVE 

COMBAT AND COMBAT 
CONTROL SYSTEMS RI.D 

------

-------------------

·. 



. \..._,.------L-EA-0-ER-Sfr(P AREAS 
NAVAL COMMAND, CONTROL AND OCEAN SURVEILLANCE CENTER 

MISSION 
TO BE THE NAVY'S FULL SPECTRUM RESEARCH, DEVELOP· 
MENT, TEST & EVALUATION, ENGINEERING AND FLEET 
SUPPORT CENTER FOR COMMAND, CONTROL AND 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS AND OCEAN SURVEILLANCE 
AND THE INTEGRATION OF THOSE SYSTEMS WHICH 

ERAR TIP TF AM 

NAVAL COMMAND, 
OCEAN SURVEILLANCE CENTER 

NAVAL SPACE SYSTEMS ACTIVITY· LOS ANGELES 

LEADERSHIP AREAS 

COMMAND CONTROL AND 
COMMUNICATION MODEUNG 
AND ANALYSIS 

INTEGRATION OF SPACE 
COMMUNICATION AND 
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS 

e e e e e e e e e e e,e e e e e e e e 



NAVAL COMMAND, CONTROL, 
AND OCEAN SURVEILLANCE CENTER (NCCOSC) 

ALIGNMENT: 

Concentrates activities in San Diego & Portsmouth, VA 

IMPACT: 

Close: NOSC Det Kaneohe, HI NSSA Los Angeles, CA 
NESEC Vallejo, CA NESEC Charleston, SC 
NESEA St. Inigoes, MD NESEA San Diego, CA 

NESSEC, Washington, DC 

Significantly Changed: 
NOSC San Diego, CA · NESEC Portsmouth, VA 

NEEACTPAC, Pearl Harbor, HI 

-------------------



WEST COAST 
IN-SERVICE 

ENGINEERING 
DIRECTORATE 

-SHIPBOARD SATELLITE COMM'S 
- MARDEZ, MARCORPS SUPPORT 
- LFNLF COMMUNICATIONS 
-MOBILE TACTICAL C2 
- SUBMARINE ELECTRONIC 

SUPPORT MEASURES 
-SHIPBOARD AND AIRCRAFT I 

NAVIGATION 
-PACIFIC ISEA SUPPORT 

'--- PEARL HARBOR 

- ISEA SUPPORT 

NAVAL COMMAND, 
CONTROL & OCEAN 

SURVEILLANCE CENTER 

RDT&E 
DIRECTORATE 

-COMMAND, CONTROL & 
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

- COMMAND, CONTROL & 
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
COUNTERMEASURES 

-OCEAN SURVEILLANCE 
SYSTEMS 

-COMMAND, CONTROL & 
COMMUNICATION 
MODELING AND ANALYSIS 

- OCEAN ENGINEERING 
-NAVIGATION SUPPORT 
- MARINE MAMMALS 
-INTEGRATION OF SPACE 

COMMUNICATION & 
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS 

EAST COAST 
IN-SERVICE 

ENGINEERING 
DIRECTORATE 

-SHORE COMMAND CONTROL 
-SHORE SATELLITE COMM'S 
-SECURITY SYSTEMS 
-SPECIAL OPERATING FORCES 
-SHIPBOARD COMMAND & CONTROL 
-TARGET RECOGNITION 
-ELECTRONIC WARFARE 
- ELECTRONIC ENVIRONMENTAL 

EFFECT(E3) 
- AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 
-IUSS SUPPORT 
-ATLANTIC ISEA SUPPORT 

--. 



LEADER~IP AREAS 
CORPORATE RESEARCH LABORATORY 

MISSION 
TO CONDUCT A BROADLY BASED MULTIDISCIPLINARY 

PROGRAM OF SCIENTIFIC RESEACH AND ADVANCED 
TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT DIRECTED TOWARD 
MARITIME APPLICATIONS OF NEW AND IMPROVED MATERIALS, 
TECHNIQUES, EQUIPMENT, SYSTEMS, OCEAN, ATMOSPHERIC, 
AND SPACE SCIENCES, AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES. 

CORPORATE RESEARCH 
LABORATORY 

NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC & An~OSPHEoRIC 
RESEARCH LAB • BAY ST. LOUIS, MS 

LEADERSHIP AREAS 
., 

. ' 

1ll~~\i~~~~~~ii~~1i~~i{!i:ria;~~~~,:; 
BROADLY BASED EXPLORATORY AND ADVANCED 

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM IN RESPONSE TO 
IDENTIFIED AND ANTICIPATED NAVY NEEDS 

SPACE & SPACE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY 
DEVELOPMENT & SUPPORT 

0 

" 

-------------------



ALIGNMENT: 

NAVAL RESEARCH 
LABORATORY (NRL) 

Combines current NRL and Naval.Oceanographic and 
Atmospheric Laboratory (NOARL) to form one 
Corporate Lab for the Navy. 

IMPACT: 

Close: None 

Significantly Changed: NOARL disestablished 

-------------------



LEADERSHIP AREAS 

I 
WASHINGTON 

Physical Sciences 
Materials 

Space Technology 
Sensors /Systems 
Remote Sensing 

Information Systems 

I 
I 

I 
.ORLANDO 

Sound Reference 

NRL 

' 

sse 

Oceanography 

MC&G 

I 
MONTEREY 

Meteorology 

Directorate leadership ceatnlized 1D WasbiDatoa 

e e e e -· e e e e e e ,e e e e e e e e 



. . 

COST AND SAVINGS 

- .3~-9 c;~ 
tPf ~~ 

TOTAL ONE-TIME COST $543M ANNUAL SAVINGS $115M 

MOST SIGNIFICANT ACTIONS PLANNED: 

~-C..' -s--
~-e" ~ COST($M) 

'--_,.._,_CLOSE NADC WARMINSTER 184 

SAV.($M) 

25 

ROI(yrs) 

9 
.;....-

. REDUCE NSWC(DETACHME~ 89 
WHITE OAK - - -- ----- -

REDUCE DTR<x:§ETACHMEN_)) 48 
ANNAPOLIS --------- ---

REDUCE Nusc OOA'cHMENT) 60 
NEW LONDON ~-------------

11 12 

6 10 

7 7 

e e e. e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e -



. . . 

BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE 

EXISTING NAVY RDT&E INFRASTRUCTURE 

- RESULTS FROM EXPANDING DEFENSE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT 
- SUCCESSFUL ENTREPRENEURSHIP PRODUCED 

MULTIPLICATIVE CAPABILITY 
- CONSISTENT WITH DEFENSE NEEDS OF THE SO'S 

RESOURCE CHANGES PREDICTED THROUGH FY-95 

- 21% BUSINESS BASE REDUCTION 
- 20% ACQUISITION WORK FORCE REDUCTION 

IMPERATIVES LEADING TO CONSOLIDATION 

- MAINTAIN "CRITICAL MASS" IN KEY TECHNICAL AREAS 
- ACHIEVE MAXIMUM SAVINGS THRU "OVERHEAD" REDUCTIONS 
- REPOSITION OURSELVES TO RESPOND TO DECLINING RESOURCES 

-------------------



. ~ '· .. 
<•/it~>:··. 

. : :O::i 
. - . 

.. . . 
.. ·_.:·: .::·· .. 

.. . ... 
·; .· 

0 • • 

;~~.~;::\·: .:.. . 
·.· ,· .. 

. ·. . 
'• . 

·' ' .. 

... 
>.- :- . 

' 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ··NAVY .. · ... 
0 •• 

RpT&E, ENGINEERING AND ... _.-: 

FLEET SUPPORT ACTIVITIES . · .. ·· . ·. . . . . . 

CONSOLIDATION 

BRIEF TO 
BASE CLOSURE & REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 

27 JUNE 1991 

-------------------



. '.. ~ 

.- ·~ .' .. BACKGROUND 
·~: ~- :;:;·;~d ;:.. .... . '_ 
. ~-~~~· ·---~ .... . IH''r',;o ;~' '• 

··~-:~)~:,.;=: :r~ .. i :' .. 

I,!i' ,, .. OCT so, o~~c~~~~~s~~~:o~~~Ng~:g~,;:,.~0~FFICIENCY AND 

:.):~\ .. : AUG 90: SECNAV~' REQUESTED PLAN FOR NAVY •tAB• CONSOLIDATION •. 
. ·• , '- ~ ( I:··, ' • 

'; ·. ·. 
. ~-

:. : .. _ 

,· , .. 
. :': . ~~. 

. '.·. :,_~ ·-.: 

- CONSIDER· ALL ACTIVITIES EXPENDING RDT&E: FUNDS 

OCT 90: BUDGET ENFORCEMENT ACT DECREASED NAVY TOA 21.6" 
FROM FY 1990 TO FY 1996 

NOV 90: DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT 

. ·:. 

'· .. ·._: ·. 
- MANDATED .. 20% REDUCTION IN ACQUISITION WORKFORCE · · ' 

ESTABLISHED BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT 
COMMISSION 

- ESTABLISHED ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CONSOLIDATION 
AND'CONVERSION OF DEFENSE RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT 
LABORATORIES 

DEC 90: SECNAV APPROVED NAVY •tAB• CONSOLIDATION CONCEPT 
FOR PLANNING. DIRECTED IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING 

••••••••••••••••••• 
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'. 
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<.. • . 
. . • ' ,·: ~ . .. . 

.. .... : 
< ·' . :. 

FINAL SCOPE 

36 ACTIVITIES 

$9.2B BUSINESS BASE APPROX. ·ss,OOO PEOPLE· 

36% RDT&E (4% SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY)· . 
33% PROCUREMENT 
31% SUPPORT & OTHER 

. ' l{) 

1'1) 

••••••••••••••••••• 
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DON CONSOLIDATION 
CONCEPT 

FOUR MAJOR WARFARE CENTERS 

- NAVAL AIR WARFARE CENTER 
- NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE CENTER 
- NAVAL UNDERSEA WARFARE CENTER 
- NAVAL COMMAND, CONTROL AND OCEAN 

SURVEILLANCE CENTER 

STREAMLINED CORPORATE LABORATORY 

•••••••••••••••••••• 
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LEADERSHIP AREAS 
NAVAL AIR .WARFARE CENTER 

. ' 
a • '• • 

, ... 

'. 

8.:~~- ·' ' . . -·: ·-·~·:;:.-·~~-:-;··~·;:'J·• ... •f:-7!•·:··:-·.:·:,:;···:.:_:.-:~i: 

'fi· ". TO BE THE NAVY'S FULL SPEC1RUM AESEARCI\ 
; DEVELOPMENT, TEST & EVALUAnON, ENGINEERING, AND 
;. FLEET SUPPORT CENTER FOR AIR PLATFORMS, AUTONOMOUS 

· rAJRVEHICLES, MISSILES AND MISSILE SUBSYSTEMS, WEAPONS 
tSYSTEMS ASSOCIATED WITH AIR WARFARE, AND FOR SENSOR 
'SYSTEMS USED TO CONDUCT ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE 

FROM AIR PLATFORMS. 

. ~- . . . . . 

" 
. ; .. : ... ,_ .. _; . 

; ---.' . 
,· r •. -,_ · 
'j __ . 

~··. 

NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER 
• WARMINSTER 

'.. . ' 'AtR TEsT. CENTERt~TPAiuXeNT RIVIER if;;( 
' ' . . . : . . •· . . . ~ : ... -, . :. ~- "' ·. . . 

PACIFIC MISSILE TEST CENTER • PT. MUGU 

. . ~ . . 
:i .r41AYIIIL ORDNANCE MISSILE TESTSTAnON ;;!f1;• . 

. ·. _ · •.:WHITE SANDS/·:·;' :~}·~:~:·r:•~ :; __ T~t: ;t·::_!'~-:-rh:·> .:·:,~·:}~[:_::_ · 

NAVAL WEAPONS EVALUAnON FACILITY 
• ALBUQUERQUE 

NAVAL AVIONICS CENTER • INDIANAPOLIS 

AIR ASW SYSTEMS AND SENSORS 

. ·, foiiSSILESAND:MJ9SII:Ji§cJ.as~-·~·i;:\:~:.~;f.•;.~~;y·;,:,';': 
FREE-FALL AND UNGUIDED WEAPONS 

. . ,•: .. . . . '(' '~- . . 
l;_>yAIRCRAFTELECTRO~:Yi.ARFARE·~-r·:.. ,. . . .':- . ' 

AIRCRAFT AND MISSILE SURVIVABIUTY AND 
VULNERABILITY 

MISsiufAcnve 'Aito PAssiVE": . · ~ ·. ·• 
.·,lU"•"/Jj~t:."'l:•'"'f...l.:.~.·· · · · .. \ ' ,:; : ._',\~ . 1"·-.-~---~ .. : .. ~t;:Ji.i~-y·'.·::rr:·~;,f .. · .... . ~:.· .. ·, . 

AERODYNAMIC DECELERAnON (PARACHUTE;: . 
SYSTEMS) AND COMPONENTS 

·Ji/~ AIRCRAFT AND WEAPGNS:~oes IY~~~ .::• ': . /;::.,;. -./:r: ',, . . . . . ..... , ......... if..< .. < ki\ il .. ' . 
MRTFB MANAGEMENT 

.. , A VIA nON GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT · . 

AIRCRAFT LAUNCH AND RECOVERY SYSTEM 

AIR PLATFORM sYSTEMS INTEORAnoN 

TARGETS AND SIMULATORS FOR AIR LAUNCHED 
SYSTEMS 

. : ·~ 

..... 
-~;;· 

. ·."·' 
: :· ·.• 
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___ _, 

PROPOSED 
. 

NAVAL AIR WARFARE CENTER (FV 91-95) 

ORGANIZAnON 
Ma)or Location I PHASING 

PMTCPlMugu 

NWC China Lake 
NOMTS White Sands 
NWEF Albuquerque 

NAC Indianapolis 

NATC Pax River 

NADC Warminster 
NAPC Trenton 
NAEC Lakehurst 

0 • UNIQUE FACIUTlES ONLY 

0 • CLOSE FACILITY 

A Establish NAWC 

:I: I I 
OCT OCT OCT OCT OCT 
81 82 83 114 115 

• HAWS. I'T.MUOU .. 

WEAl ~NS DIVISION 

- HAWS. CHIHALAKE 

» ® • 

HAF, D DIAHAPOIJS 

\ AIRC ~AFT DIVISION 

7 HAS, f URIVER 

® ff -0 ' HAES, LAKEHURST 

-~ ..... ro 
I") 

. 

e·eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 



' 

LEADERSHIP AREAS 
NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE CENTER 

' ;;,:_;·.~~-~/;';?:.:-. :~ ;·.. . .·; !~~-- :· .• .. 

})'··TOBETHENAVY'SFULLSPECTRUM RESEARCH, . 
:., . DEVEI.OPIENT, TEST AND EVALUA110N, ENGINEERING, AND 
:: ·.FL.EET SUPPORT CENTER FOR SHIP HUU.. MECHANICAL AND 
' · ElECTRICAL SYS1'DIS, SURFAC& SHIP COMBAT SYSTDIS, 

. COASTAL WARFARE SY'STDIS, AND OTHER OFFENSIVE AND 

.: DEFENSIVE SYSTDIS ASSOCIATED WITH SURFACE WARFARE. . .... , .. 

NAVAL ORDNANCe STAT10N • LOUISVIUE 

... " ll' 
1'1') 

,• 

'··. ·' 

.· . 
-.; 

'· . . 
'. 
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.. :: .. ' 

ICSTF San Diego 

NSWSES Pt. Hueneme 

· · FCDSSA Dem Neck 

.•. NMWEA Yortrtown 

NCSC Panama City 

• NSWC Dahlgren 

.· · .· NSWC White Oak De t 

. NOS Indian Head 

:Nwsc Crane 

. NOS Louisville 
. ~ ., 

NAVSSES Phlla 

DTRC Cerderock 

DTRC Annapolis Det 

PHASING 

OCT 
91 

~ 

, 
... 

-... 

-

OCT 
92 

OCT 
93 

-

OCT 
94 

...lXJ 

... ... ---·· .. --.. ··-·-- ·--

~ 

® • OPERATE UNIQUE FACIUTIES ONLY 

0• CLOSE 

·-

OCT 
95 

,x 

'F '\,: 

I'F 

91-95) 

OCT 
96 

Dam~k 

........ latv 

WhlteO ~ 

Indian HI-t 

I I • 

Phlledll IIIII 

An"1• 

·-.. 0 '<;j" 

PT. HUENEME 

DAHLGREN 

CRANE 

CARDEROCK 
. 

-------------------



LEADERSHIP AREAS 
NAVAL UNDERSEA WARFARE CENTER 

. MISSION . 

. i . ' 

•.;: ;'To BI1HE NAVY'S FULL SPECTRUM RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENI', 
;i< f;TEST AND EVAWATIOH, EHGINEERSNQ AND FLEET SUPPORf 
'·.! ·.CENTER FOR SUBMARINES, AUTONOMOUS UNDERWATER 

,;> ~ SYSTBIS;SUBMARINE OFFENSIVE N#lJ DEFENSIVE WEAPON 
. S'f'STEMS ASSOCIATED wmt SUBMARDtE WARFARE. 

• 1:" 

TRI)ENf COMMAND. CONTROL SYSTEMS IIAINT. ACTMTY 
• NEWPORT 

......... 
TORPEDOES AND TORPEDO COUNY'ERMEASURES 

__ .. 

••••••••••••••••••• 

-



I NAVAL UNDERSEA WARFARE CENTER (FY 91·95) I 

miCCSMA Newport 

NUSC Newport 

t NUSC New London De 

· NSCSES Norfolk 

NUWES Keyport 

I PHASING IWA::::~:nB I I I I I 
OCT OCT OCT OCT OCT 
91 92 93 94 95 

...._ 

'F \.: 
.. 

®a OPERATEUNIQUEFACIUTIESONLY 

I 
OCT 
96 

......... pn 

NEWPORT 

·KEYPORT 

. 
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...------------------ ---------
LEADERSHIP AREAS 

NAVAL COMMAND, CONTROL AND OCEAN SURVEILLANCE CENTER 

MISSION 
TO BE THE NAVY'S FULL SPECTRUM RESEARCH, DEVELOP· 
MENT, TEST & EVALUATION, ENGINEERING AND FLEET 
SUPPORT CENTER FOR COMMAND, CONTROL AND 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS AND OCEAN SURVEILLANCE 
AND THE INTEGRATION OF THOSE SYSTEMS WHICH 

NAVAL COMMAND, CONTROL AND 
OCEAN SURVEILLANCE CENTER 

NAVAL OCEAN SYSTEMS CENTER~ SAt-tbiEGO.' . ' 
• ~ __ -?:-:, .... ··. ..' : . . :- . , .. '· . :' .. 

NAVAL ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
·CENTER· CHARLESTON .. 

·NAVAL ELECTRONIC SYST.EMS;,ENGINEERING.'_·.····· 
;-- ·• CENTER· VALLE..Jc)'. · \;:·J.~";:~fif.•'r: .· ·... ' ·•····· 
NAVAL ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS ENGiNEERING 

CENTER· SAN DIEGO .... 
. · NAVAL ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS:ENGlNEERING ' · · · 

• . •• - ; _- .·'· -··: .K ; _,_ •. :·. • • . .• 

· CENTER- PORTSMOUl'Hf!?t-~·:· . '" ' .... ·· . . ·• 
NAVAL ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 

ACTIVITY • ST. INIGOES .. . . . . . .. . . , .. 
·NAVAL ELECTRONICiSYS_~MSlSECU[t(TY;;\, ·;:_·._._;_·_'i-<'_._/~;/_t_·_)_ir_.;,;_ 
···. ·ENGINEERING.· ceNtE'fi:L511AsHINGT.oN ·o:cr·Y ··:; -~i·t~ 
NAVAL ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING ACTIVITY, 

PACIFIC- PEARL HARBOR . .. 
FLEET COMBAT DIRECTION SOFTWARE SUPPORT .. 

ACTIVITY- SAN DIEGO '' 3, ,,. . ' . ·. .. · ·· 

NAVAL SPACE SYSTEMS ACTIVITY· LOS ANGELES 

LEADERSHIP AREAS 

COMMAND CONTROL AND 
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
COUNTERMEASURES 

·-·: 

COMMAND CONTROL AND 
COMMUNICATION MODELING 
AND ANALYSIS 

. ·.·.: : ... 

INTEGRATION OF SPACE. 
COMMUNICATION AND 
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS 

-------------------



I NAVAL C2/0CEAN SURVEILLANCE CENTER I 
NESEC CHARLESTON 

NESEC PORTSMOUTH 

NESSEC WASH DC 

NESEA ST INIGOES 

NESEC VALLEJO 

NESEC SAN DIEGO 

FCDSSA SAN DIEGO 

NOSC 

NOSC DET HI 

NEEACTPAC HI 

NSSA LOS ANGELES 

1 0Cf90 1 OCT91 1 0Cf92 

. I 

I IO(""NCCOSC I 
___ _,_! ~ AND I 

1 SPAWAR 1 

•: REQUIRES MILCON 

®=O.OSURE 

1 OCT93 1 OCT94 1 OCT9S 

_.-"\,,n.J BAST COAST IN-SERVICB : l ENO. CF.NTFR 

I PROPER1Y wn..L BB USBD BY 
I NAVAL AIR WARFARE CEN'IER 
I 

I RDT&E AND WEST COAST 
I IN-SBRVICB ENO. CBN1l!RS 

I 
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SUMMARY 

WE HAVE: 
- DIFFUSE TECHNICAL INFRASTRUCTURE 
- DECLINING BUSINESS BASE 

THEREFORE: 
- CORPORATE RESTRUCTURING REQUIRED 

* STRENGTHEN TECHNICAL CAPABILITY 
* MINIMIZE DUPLICATION 

+ KEEPS RIGHT PEOPLE - RIGHT SKILLS 
* POSITION FOR FUTURE 

CONCLUSION: 
- WARFARE CENTER STRUCTURE PROVIDES BEST MEANS TO 

MEET FUTURE NAVY TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 
- MUST BEGIN NOW 

-------------------
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

The Honorable William L. Ball, Ill 
Commissioner 
Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, Northwest 
Suite40~ Washingt . , .C. 20006-1604 

Dear Co ssioner: 

12 JUL 1991 

-4 (:r) 
c+: A.s.O 

On behalf of the Department of Defense, I want to express my appreciation for your 
dedicated service to the Nation in the formulation of the Commission's 
recommendations for closure and realignment of military installations in the United 
States. The professionalism, integrity, and openness of the Commission's 
proceedings was a model of good governance. 

There is a general consensus that we must close and realign bases. To provide armed 
forces capable of meeting future challenges within the limits that American 
taxpayers can afford, we must spend funds available for national defense with 
maximum efficiency. We cannot afford to waste funds on unneeded bases. 
Moreover, the size of the armed forces will decrease in the coming years. Smaller 
forces need fewer bases. 

The Commission's difficult task was to take the general consensus and, with my 
recommendations and consistent with the base closure statute, translate it into 
specific Commission recommendations for closure and realignment. You performed 
that difficult task with excellence. 

You have our deepest appreciation and respect for a job well done. 

Sincerely, 

I 

i:.l!'18 - ~-

~~ 
/ 

. . ' 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, OC 20301·1000 

The Honorable Howard H. Callaway 
Commissioner 
Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, Nort~est 
Suite400 
Washing -1604 

112 JUL 1991 

• 

On behalf of the Department of D.efense, I want to express my appreciation for your 
dedicated service to the Nation in the formulation of the Commission's 
recommendations for closure and realignment of military installations in the United 
States. The professionalism, integrity, and openness of the Commission's 
proceedings was a model of good governance. 

There is a general consensus that we must close and realign bases. To provide armed 
forces capable of meeting future challenges within the limits that American . 
taxpayers can afford, we must spend funds available for national defense with 
maximum efficiency. We cannot afford to waste funds on unneeded bases. 
Moreover, the size of the armed forces will decrease in the coming years. Smaller 
forces need fewer bases. 

The Commission's difficult task was to take the general consensus and, with my 
recommendations and consistent with the base closure statute, translate it into 
specific Commission recommendations for closure and realignment. You performed 
that difficult task with excellence. 

You have our deepest appreciation and respect for a job well done. 

Sincerely, 

\ ~ 

1 4. 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHIN«;;J"ON, CC 20301-1000 

The Honorable Duane H. Cassidy 
Commissioner 
Defense Base Closul'tand 

Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, Northwest 
Suite 400 
Wash' on, D . 0006-1604 

Dear cniTI.t>'rlt 

12 JUL 1991 

• 
• 

On be If of the Department of Defense, I want to express my appreciation for your 
dedicated service to the Nation in the formulation of the Commission's 
recommendations for closure and realignment of military installations in the United 
States. The professionalism, integrity, and openness ofthe Commission's 
proceedings was a model of good governance. 

There is a general consensus that we must close and realign bases. To provide armed 
forces capable of meeting future challenges within the limits that American 
taxpayers can afford, we must spend funds available for national defense with 
maximum' efficiency. We cannot afford to waste funds on unneeded bases. 
Moreover, the size of the armed forces will decrease in the coming years. Smaller 
forces need fewer bases. 

The Commission's difficult task was to take the general consensus and, with my 
recommendations and consistent with the base closure statute, translate it into 
specific Commission recommendations for closure and realignment. You performed 
that difficult task with excellence. 

You have our deepest appreciation and respect for a job well done. 

Sincerely, 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

The Honorable Jim Courter 
Chairman 
Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment Co.lJlmission 
1625 K Street, Northwest 
Suite400 

W!'SHINGTON, OC 20301-1000 

12 JUL 1991 

Washington, D.C. 20006-1604 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

• 

On behalf of the Department of Defense, I want to express my appreciation for your 
dedicated service to the Nation in the formulation of the Commission's 
recommendations for closure and realignment of military installations in the United 
States. The professionalism, integrity, and openness of the Commission's 
proceedings was a model of good governance. 

There is a general consensus that we must close and realign bases. To provide armed 
forces capable of meeting future challenges within the limits that American 
taxpayers can afford, we must spend funds available for national defense with 
maximum efficiency. We cannot afford to waste funds on unneeded bases. 
Moreover, the size of the armed forces will decrease in the coming years. Smaller 
forces need fewer bases. 

The Commission's difficult task was to take the general consensus and, with my 
recommendations and consistent with the base closure statute, translate it into 
specific Commission recommendations for closure and realignment. You performed 
that difficult task with excellence. 

You have our deepest appreciation and respect for a job well done. 

Sincerely, 

I ~ 

1 4 ( 
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. THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHIN~TON, OC 20301·1000 

The Honorable Arthur Levitt, Jr. 
Commissioner 
Defense Base Closufie and 

Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, Northwest 
Suite400 
Washingtolltl)le 

Dear 

1 2 JUL 1991 

• 

On behalf of the Department of Defense, I want to express my appreciation for your 
dedicated service to the Nation in the formulation of the Commission's 
recommendations for closure and realignment of military installations in the United 
States. The professionalism, integrity, and openness of the Commission's 
proceedings was a model of good governance. 

There is a general consensus that we must close and realign bases. To provide armed· 
forces capable of meeting future challenges within the limits that American 
taxpayers can afford, we must spend funds available for national defense with 
maximum efficiency. We cannot afford to waste funds on unneeded bases. 
Moreover, the size of the armed forces will decrease in the coming years. Smaller 
forces need fewer bases. 

The Commission's difficult task was to take the general consensus and, with my 
recommendations and consistent with the base closure statute, translate it into 
specific Commission recommendations for closure and realignment. You performed 
that difficult task with excellence. 

You have our deepest appreciation and respect for a job well done. 

Sincerely, 

1 C:: I 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHIN~TON, DC 20301-1000 

'12 JUL 1991 

The Honorable James C. Smith II, P.E. 
Commissioner 
Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment C~mission 
1625 K Street, Northwest 
Suite400 
Washington, D.C. 20006-1604 

Dear Commissioner: 

• 

On behalf of the Department of Defense, I want to express my appreciation for your 
dedicated service to the Nation in the formulation of the Commission's 
recommendations for closure and realignment of military installations in the United 
States. The professionalism, integrity, and openness ofthe Commission's 
proceedings was a model of good governance. 

There is a general consensus that we must close and realign bases. To provide armed 
forces capable of meeting future challenges within the limits that American 
taxpayers can afford, we must spend funds available for national defense with 
maximum efficiency. We cannot afford to waste funds on unneeded bases. 
Moreover, the size of the armed forces will decrease in the coming years. Smaller 
forces need fewer bases. 

The Commission's difficult task was to take the general consensus and, with my 
recommendations and consistent with the base closure statute, translate it into 
specific Commission recommendations for closure and realignment. You performed 
that difficult task with excellence. 

You have our deepest appreciation and respect for a job well done. 

Sincerely, 

1 51 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1000 

The Honorable Robert D. Stuart, Jr. 
Commissioner 
Defense Base Closure and 

Realignment Commission 
1625 K Street, Northwest 
Suite400 
WashinotonJ D.C. 20006-1604 

12 JUL 1991 

• 

On be If ofthe Department of Defense, I want to express my appreciation for your 
dedicated service to the Nation in the formulation of the CommiSSion's 
recommendations for closure and realignment of military installations in the United 
States. The professionalism, integrity, and openness ofthe Commission's 
proceedings was a model of good governance. 

There is a general consensus that we must close and realign bases. To provide armed 
forces capable of meeting future challenges within the limits that American 
taxpayers can afford, we must spend funds available for national defense with 
maximum efficiency. We cannot afford to waste funds on unneeded bases. 
Moreover, the size of the armed forces will decrease in the coming years. Smaller 
forces need fewer bases. 

The Commission's difficult task was to take the general consensus and, with my 
recommendations and consistent with the base closure statute, translate it into 
specific Commission recommendations for closure and realignment. You performed 
that difficult task with excellence. 

You have our deepest appreciation and respect for a job well done. 

Sincerely, 

I 

1 5 




